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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Quantitatively Designing Lithium Metal Batteries for Practical Applications 

 

by 

Bingyu Lu 

Doctor of Philosophy in NanoEngineering 

University of California San Diego, 2023 

Professor Ying Shirley Meng, Chair 

Professor Ping Liu, Co-Chair 

 

Lithium-ion battery (LIB) has been playing a vital part in the rapid adoption of electric vehicles 

and portable electronics. However, due to the limited energy density and poor safety properties of the 

current generation LIB, the development of longer-range and safe electric vehicles has been largely 

hindered. There is an urgent need for the new material design for the next generation of LIB, especially on 

the anode side. Among all the candidates, lithium metal is considered as the holy grail for the next 

generation battery anodes because of its high theoretical capacity (3,860 mAh/g, or 2,061 mAh/cm3) and 

low electrochemical potential (–3.04 V versus the standard hydrogen electrode). Although extensive works 



xxi 

 

have been done to prolong the cycle life of Li-metal batteries, including electrolyte engineering, interphase 

design, there are still a lot of studies need to be performed before the commercialization of the Lithium 

metal battery (LMB).  

Here, by utilizing a series of characterization tools, the mechanical behaviors, chemical stability 

and safety properties of the Lithium metal anode in liquid electrolytes have been quantitatively studied. In 

addition to that, a porous copper current collector is also designed and synthesized for Lithium metal anode 

with high cycling Coulombic efficiency (CE). To study how the mechanical properties of the Lithium metal 

anode would affect the performance of the LMB, a split cell with pressure load cell is designed to precisely 

control the external stack pressure on the LMB during cycling. By employing Cryogenic Focused Ion 

Beam/ Scanning Electron Microscopy (Cryo FIB/SEM) and Cryogenic Electron Microscopy (Cryo-EM), 

the effects of external uniaxial stack pressure on the Lithium metal plating/stripping are systematically 

explored. It is found that by applying a 350-kPa stack pressure on the cell, a nearly 100% dense Lithium 

can be plated in the electrochemical process. The reversibility of this ultra-dense Lithium is also 

demonstrated up to 30 cycles. Next, by using three dimensional (3D) reconstruction from Cryo FIB/SEM 

and Titration Gas Chromatography, the chemical corrosion process of the Lithium metal in liquid 

electrolyte is thoroughly studied. It is shown that by limiting the contact surface area between the Lithium 

metal and the electrolyte, the chemical corrosion of the Lithium metal can be largely mitigated. In addition 

to that, a stable Solid Electrolyte Interphase (SEI) is also crucial for the chemical stability of the Lithium 

metal anode. The optimized Lithium anode shows less than 0.8% active material loss after 10 days of 

corrosion in liquid electrolyte. Lastly the safety property of the LMB is quantitatively studied by using  

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). The key parameters in controlling the reactivity of the LMB is 

presented. It is shown that the morphology of the Lithium metal anode, the thermal stability of the cathode 

and the electrolyte salts and solvents all play a synergetic role in the overall safety of the LMB. By 

optimizing the all the parameters, a safe LMB is demonstrated which shows no thermal response after being 

heated up to 400˚C.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction and Background  

1.1 Lithium metal battery (LMB) 

In the past a few decades, the world have witnessed the tremendous development in 

portable electronic devices as well as electric vehicles1,2. The current generation Lithium-ion 

battery (LIB) is unlikely to satisfy the bourgeon of market and the demand of the customers. A 

next generation battery needs to be developed to meet the growth of the industry. With its high 

theoretical capacity (3,860 mAh g–1, or 2,061 mAh cm–3) and low electrochemical potential (–3.04 

V versus the standard hydrogen electrode), Li metal has been regarded as the ideal candidate for 

the next generation battery anode3, 4. In fact, Li metal anode is irreplaceable for Lithium-Sulfur 

and Lithium-Oxygen battery. Li metal anode together with lithium transition-metal oxide cathode 

can provide a specific energy of ~350 Wh kg–1, which is more than double of that of LIB4.  

 

Figure 1.1 Bar chart showing the practical specific energy (pink) and energy densities (blue) of petrol 

(gasoline) and typical Li battery chemistries4. 
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Figure 1.2 The formation of Li whiskers caused by the inhomogeneity in the interphase as well as the 

nonuniformity in the Li ion transportation from the electrolyte5. 

The research of LMB started in 1970s by Dr. Stanley Whittingham at Exxon. However, 

with more than 40 years passed, there has been no successful commercialization of Li metal anode. 

There are many formidable obstacles that need to be overcome before Li metal could be used as 

anode in commercial cells. The fundamental problem of Li metal anode lies upon the formation of 

lithium metal whiskers during the Li plating process6. Because of the highly negative 

electrochemical potential of Li+/Li, all types of electrolytes will form SEI on the surface of Li 

metal7. However, the fragile structure of SEI could easily be fractured during the plating and 

stripping process4. Furthermore, the distribution of SEI component is usually heterogeneous, 

which leads to the heterogeneous ionic conductivity of the SEI. In addition to that, the local 

variation in the Li ion concentration in the electrolyte will also lead to a non-uniform Li ion flex 

during the electrochemical process8. The inhomogeneous ionic conductivity in the SEI together 

with the non-uniform Li ion flux from the electrolyte cause the growth of lithium whisker. The Li 

whisker could potentially penetrate the separator and cause a short circuit3. Also, the fractures of 

SEI and the formation of inactive Li would produce a large volume fluctuation during cycling, 

which would cause a mechanical issue for the battery. In the longer cycles of plating and stripping, 
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the continuing formation and cracking of SEI would eventually isolate metallic Li from ionic 

conducting materials, causing so called “dead” Li. The SEI and the “dead” Li together lead to the 

low columbic efficiency of Li metal anode.  

1.2 Electrolyte design for LMB 

 

Figure 1.3 The working principles of electrolyte: ionic conducting, electronic insulating and stable at all 

interfaces. When the cell electrodes are operating at potentials beyond the region enclosed between 

LUMOs and HOMOs, a stable interphase must be formed to ensure the reversibility of the cell 

chemistry10. 

There have been several approaches proposed to deal with the Li metal challenge. One of 

the most crucial ones is the engineering of the electrolytes. The electrolyte is probably the most 

important component in a battery cell, because it has the duty to rapidly transport Li ions between 

cathode and anode while maintain a good stability toward the strongly oxidative cathode and 

strongly reductive anode (Fig.1.3)10. Many different types of electrolyte designing strategies have 

been proposed to prolong the cycle life of LMB. First are the electrolyte additives. Several 

additives have been tried to mitigate the growth of Li dendrite11,12. A controlled amount of 

Fluorinated additives in nonaqueous electrolyte could form a uniform layer of LiF on the Li metal 

anode surface.12 The LiF layer could block electrolyte to decompose on the Li surface while still 

maintaining a good ionic conductivity12. However, due to the decomposition nature of the additives, 
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the effectiveness of this engineering method has been questioned for long time. Another way to 

constrain the dendritic Li growth is to use highly concentrated electrolyte(HCE)13,14. Because HCE 

is able to provide enough cations to lower the critical current density by providing sufficient flux 

of Li ions during the plating process, Li dendrites could be successfully suppressed when HCE is 

used4. In Qian’s work, 1,000 cycles with an average Coulombic efficiency of 98.4% in Copper-

Lithium cell are achieved with 4M lithium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide (LiFSI) in 1,2-

dimethoxyethane (DME) electrolyte13. However, viscosity and cost of the HCE is usually high, 

hindering its practical use. Therefore, recently a new class of electrolyte called Localized High 

Concentration Electrolyte (LHCE) has been designed to cope with the issues of HCE15–18. The 

principle of LHCE is to add an inert diluent, a solvent that does not dissolve the electrolyte salt but 

is miscible with electrolyte solvent, into the HCE to dilute electrolyte while preserving the unique 

property of LHCE16. Bis(2,2,2-trifluoroethyl) ether (BTFE) and 1,1,2,2-Tetrafluoroethyl-2,2,3,3-

Tetrafluoropropyl Ether (TTE) have been proven to be a good diluent for HCE15. The Li||Cu 

Coulombic efficiency (CE) (~99.5%) and the cycling stability have been largely improved with 

this type of LHCE15.  

1.3 Interphase design for LMB 

The engineering of interface is also a popular strategy to boost the performance of LMB. 

Several artificial SEIs have been designed as a protective layer for Li metal anode19–23. By forming 

a layer of artificial SEI on the Li anode surface before contacting the electrolyte, the Li anode 

could be protected from reacting with electrolyte. The robust artificial SEI would retain its 

uniformity during plating and stripping process and also provide a uniform transportation of Li ion 

flux, thus preventing the growth of lithium dendrite20. The easiest way to construct an artificial 

SEI is through solution reaction. For example, a protective coating layer could be formed when 
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clean Li metal is treated with solutions such as fluoroethylene carbonate19 and 85 wt% H3PO4 

in dimethylsulfoxide20. A uniform artificial SEI would form on the Li surface to prevent dendrite 

formation, leading to high CE and longer cycle life. Advanced thin-film fabrication techniques 

like atomic layer deposition (ALD)24 and Langmuir–Blodgett film25 are also used to construct 

protective layers for Li metal anode. Al2O3 has been successfully deposited on Li metal via ALD24. 

The ionic conducting LixAl2O3 is capable of protecting Li from organic solvent and even air 

corrosion while maintain a good Li ion transportation property24. The Li metal anode equipped 

with Al2O3 protective layer shows a longer cycle life than bare Li metal anode24. Finally, 

phosphate-functionalized reduced graphene oxides are grown on copper substrate via Langmuir–

Blodgett method and then roll pressed on Li metal to create an artificial SEI25. 

 

Figure 1.4 Schematic illustration of Li-ion diffusion from electrolyte to the anode26.  
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1.4 Current collector design for LMB 

 

Figure 1.5 The working principles of 3D current collectors: a) The charge transport pathways in a 

conventional electrode with a 2D current collector show a limited charge penetration depth. b) The charge 

transport pathways in a 3D thick electrode show efficient charge delivery throughout the entire electrode 

thickness27. 

Another approach is the engineering of the current collector. The goal of designing a Li 

host, such as three-dimensional (3D) current collectors, is to constrain the growth of Li and lower 

the local current density, which would in turn suppress the growth of dendrite and mitigate the 

volume change during cycling (Fig 1.5)28,29. The materials that used for making a Li host need to 

be electronically conducting and electrochemically stable, insuring that no side reaction would 

happen during cycling30. Therefore, the choice of the materials is limited to metals and carbons. 

Lithiophilic materials such as reduced graphene oxide has been proven to be excellent host for 

lithium30. By simply dipping reduced graphene oxide sponge into molten Li, Li could be easily 

infused into the sponge by capillary force and ready to be used as battery anode30. Constructing 

hollow carbon structures as Li hosts is also a popular method31,32. Carbon nanospheres embedded 

with gold nanoparticles are designed for hosting Li31. The low nucleation barrier of Li on gold 

makes gold a good candidate for guiding the growth of Li. By implanting gold nanoparticles inside 

the carbon nanospheres, Li would first grow onto the gold nanoparticles during the plating process, 
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and the carbon spheres can act as hosts to block the continuous formation of SEI31. Another way 

to construct 3D current collectors is through dealloying29. Brass is an alloy of zinc and copper. By 

removing zinc from brass tape via acid corrosion, a copper 3D current collector is constructed, and 

can provide a better Li deposition morphology than 2D copper foil current collector29. 

1.5 The practical use of LMB  

The fast progress on prolonging the cycle life of LMB has laid the foundation for the 

practical application of this new generation battery. In order to realize the commercial adoption of 

LMB, several more concerns, such as low calendar life and safety properties, need to be addressed. 

1.5.1 Calendar life of LMB  

 

Figure 1.6 The galvanic corrosion of Li metal: a-b) Li particles are isolated from the Cu due to galvanic 

corrosion33. c) cryo-STEM ADF image and EELS map of freshly deposited Li and d) Li aged for 24 hours 

in electrolyte. e) Bright-field TEM image of a Li filament after calendar ageing in electrolyte34. 
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The lifetime of a battery system depends on two separate parts: 1) calendar life, the 

degradation over storage time and 2) cycle life, the degradation over charge-discharge cycles35. 

Although a large amount of study has been done trying to extend the cycle life of LMB, so far only 

limited works have explicitly explored the calendar life of Li metal batteries, and the key 

parameters in controlling that. In the LMB systems, where Li metal is used as the anode, Li metal 

corrosion by the liquid electrolyte can cause a huge issue of active inventory loss when stored for 

an extended time36,37. The corrosion of metal is usually accompanied by the generation of a 

passivating layer (SEI in Li metal’s case) which can stop the continuous oxidization of the metal38. 

Therefore, it is crucial for the field to study the corrosion process of the Li metal in liquid 

electrolyte and the propose a mitigation plan to prolong the calendar life of LMB.  

Several works have studied the galvanic corrosion of Li metal that takes place when the 

interface between Li metal and current collector is exposed to the liquid electrolyte33,39. The 

morphological change of the Li powders is studied in a case where Li is directly casted onto the 

Cu current collector and rested in liquid electrolyte33. There is a continuous loss of the Li near the 

Li||Cu interface, which is believed to be caused by the Galvanic corrosion between Li and Cu (Fig. 

1.6a, b). Furthermore, due to the inhomogeneity in the solubility and electronic conductivity of 

these SEI components41, the continuous decomposition of the electrolyte is found to occur on the 

SEI surface, which is observed in the recent Cryo-STEM work34, leading to the further corrosion 

of the Li metal even after the formation of the initial passivating (SEI) layer (Fig. 1.6c, d). These 

work shows that due to the highly reactive nature of Li metal, any surface of the Li that is exposed 

to the electrolyte will provide space for continuous exchange of electrons and matter, leading to 

the corrosion of Li metal. As a result of this continuous chemical/electrochemical corrosion, the 

Li metal anode will suffer from a loss of active Li0 inventory, the formation of thicker interphase, 
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and a poor cycling/storage life, which will eventually lead to the failure of the cell. Therefore, it is 

crucial that the interface of the Li is strictly controlled when designing a secondary battery system 

so that lifetime of it is not limited by its calendar life. Thus, more work focuses on exploring the 

parameters that are controlling the rate of the chemical/electrochemical corrosion of Li metal in 

the liquid electrolyte during the extended storage period needs to be done and propose mitigation 

plans to extend the calendar life of the rechargeable LMB.  

1.5.2 Safety properties of LMB  

 

Figure 1.7 The comparison of the cell formats between different anode materials before and after charging 

process. 

Another potential drawback of LMB is its safety properties. Due to the highly reactive nature 

of Li metal, LMB has long being considered to be more dangerous when compared to other Li 

anode materials such Graphite (Gr) and Silicon (Si). However, the fair comparison should be made 

between Li metal, lithiated Gr (Li-Gr) and lithiated Si (Li-Si), which are the actual anode material 

used in the battery (Fig. 1.7). As for commercial Li-ion battery, there has been tremendous work 

studying the key factors in determining the reactivity of Li-Gr42–44. By employing accelerating rate 

calorimetry (ARC) and X-ray diffraction (XRD), it is discovered that the lithiated Gr (Li0.81C6) 

starts to decompose with electrolyte at temperatures as low as 90℃, which leads to the release of 
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heat45. Based on the results, it can be seen that the Li-Gr at charged state is far from a safe and 

stable material46–48.  

As a highly reactive alkali metal, Li has always been considered unsafe for practical battery 

operations. Various solutions have been proposed to design a safe rechargeable Li metal cell and 

most of them are focusing on the design of non-flammable electrolytes49–51. For example, fire-

retarding localized high concentration electrolytes (LHCEs) have also been developed using non-

flammable solvents, such as trimethyl phosphate or 2,2,2-trifluoroethyl-1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroethyl 

ether (HFE)52,53. These new electrolytes can provide extraordinary performance to the Li metal 

while retain from catching on fire. However, a new study recently claims that the LMB full cell 

with non-flammable electrolyte shows worse safety properties when compared to commercial 

carbonate-based electrolytes54. Although the fire-retardant solvent can prevent the electrolyte from 

ignition, the interaction between the salt and charged cathode will cause catastrophic reaction at 

elevated temperature, leading to the failure of the cell. Therefore, it is crucial to fully understand 

the synergetic effects between all cell components when designing a safe LMB. More work needs 

to be done to identify the key parameters in controlling the reactivity of Li metal and how that is 

going to affect the full cell safety properties.  

 

1.6 Outlines  

To further prolong the cycle life of Lithium metal anode, first, in Chapter 2, a new type 

of porous copper is designed as the current collector for Li metal anode. X-ray microscale 

computed tomography (micro-CT) allows us to assess the surface area, the pore size, and the 

tortuosity factor of the porous copper materials. A metallic Zn coating is also applied to study the 

influence of surface chemistry on the performance of the 3D current collectors. The effects of these 
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parameters on the performance are studied in detail through scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

and titration gas chromatography (TGC). Stochastic simulations further allowed us to interpret the 

role of the tortuosity factor in lithiation. The optimal range of the key parameters is thereby found 

for the porous coppers and their performance is predicted. Furthermore, the effect of external stack 

pressure on the Li metal plating process is studied in Chapter 3. A dense Li deposition (99.49% 

electrode density) with an ideal columnar structure that is demonstrated by controlling the uniaxial 

stack pressure during battery operation. Using multiscale characterization and simulation, the 

critical role of stack pressure on Li nucleation, growth and dissolution processes is discussed and 

a Li-reservoir-testing protocol is proposed to maintain the ideal Li morphology during extended 

cycling. 

 To understand the inventory loss of Li metal during the storage period, in Chapter 4, the 

chemical corrosion of Li metal in liquid electrolytes is quantitatively understood. By combing the 

titration gas chromatography method and cryogenic focused ion beam, a quantitative relationship 

between the chemical corrosion rate and electrochemically deposited Li morphology in various 

liquid electrolyte systems is established. It has been identified that the corrosion rate is dominated 

by the porosity of the deposited Li. The larger the porosity of deposited Li has, the faster the 

corrosion rate will be. Strategies to mitigate the chemical corrosion on Li thus to extend the 

calendar life of Li-metal batteries are further proposed.  

 Lastly, the safety properties of the LMB are systematically analyzed in Chapter 5. 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) with in situ Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy 

(FTIR) are used to quantitatively investigate the Li metal reactivity. Lithiated graphite (Li-Gr) and 

lithiated silicon (Li-Si) are also studied as the comparison samples. The reactivity of the plated Li 

when coupled with different electrolyte composition, morphology, cycle number, and atmosphere 
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is systematically studied. More importantly, the reactivity of Li metal full cell with different 

cathode materials (NMC 622, LFP and LNMO) has been compared. 
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Chapter 2 Quantitatively Designing Porous Copper Current Collectors for Lithium Metal 

Anodes 

2.1 Introduction 

With a high theoretical capacity (3,860 mAh/g, or 2,061 mAh/cm3) and low 

electrochemical potential (–3.04 V versus the standard hydrogen electrode), lithium metal is 

considered as the ideal candidate for the next generation battery anodes.3 In fact, the lithium metal 

anode is a key component of next-generation high-energy-density battery systems such as lithium-

sulfur and lithium-oxygen batteries.4 However, there are many obstacles that need to be solved 

before lithium metal anodes can be effectively used in commercial cells. The fundamental problem 

lies in the formation of lithium whiskers during plating, which eventually leads to the formation 

of inactive lithium after cycling.6 As a result, the lithium metal anode suffers from low CE and 

low cyclability. 

Numerous methods have been proposed to mitigate the lithium whisker formation issue 

and improve the cyclability of lithium metal anode. One of the most promising methods to achieve 

this is through the engineering of the electrolyte,9 such as adding additives,11,12,23 using high 

lithium salt concentration13,14,57 and localizing high lithium-salt concentration.16–18 The main 

working principle of a high-performance electrolyte is to construct a homogeneous SEI layer and 

to provide a uniform lithium ion flux during the plating process so that a smooth and dense 

morphology can be achieved.5 Another emerging method is the engineering of current collectors. 

The current collectors play a crucial role in the performance of a lithium metal battery cell. Planar 

Cu foils have been used as the anode current collector for decades because of their electrochemical 

stability against lithium.58 However, under practical current densities, due to the inhomogeneous 

lithium-ion flux, lithium whiskers can easily form on the planar Cu foils during cycling.59 
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Therefore, a new current collector that can regulate the local current density and provide a uniform 

lithium ion flux is desired for lithium metal anodes.58, 60,61 A variety of 3D current collectors have 

been designed to achieve this purpose.28,31,32,62–67 

For a high-performance 3D current collector, there are three key parameters that need to 

be carefully designed: surface area, tortuosity factor and surface chemistry.68 However, these three 

parameters are correlated with each other, and often one cannot be altered without disrupting the 

other two. Several works have mentioned the effects of these key parameters on the performance 

of the 3D current collectors.29, 69 Yun et al. discovered that by tuning the dealloying time of brass 

foil, the resulting copper foil would have different pore sizes and surface areas, which would 

eventually lead to different performance of the dealloyed copper foils.29  Similarly, by tuning the 

Cu pillar size and spacing, Chen et al. were able to study the effects of surface area and pillar 

spacing on the CE of the Cu pillar current collector and found the best combination for the 

performance.69 Therefore, there is no doubt that surface area, tortuosity factor, and surface 

chemistry play crucial roles in determining the performance of the 3D current collectors. However, 

quantitative analysis of these key parameters is required when designing a new 3D current collector 

system. 

In the present work, 3D porous Cu current collectors were fabricated by etching Fe from 

Cu-Fe composites with different compositions.  The physical properties of current collectors were 

then quantified using laboratory micro-CT,70,71 and their performance was predicted in terms of 

surface areas, tortuosity factors and surface chemistry. The quantitative study suggested that the 

high surface area was not as beneficial as previously believed72, 73 and that the tortuosity factor 

should always be kept at a minimum. The high performance can only be achieved in a system 
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when the three key parameters are in its optimal range. The prediction of the performance was also 

validated by Titration Gas Chromatography (TGC)74 and electrochemical testing. 

2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Synthesis of the porous copper networks 

Pure Cu powders (Fisher Scientific, electrolytic powder) and pure Fe powder (Beantown 

Chemical, -325 mesh, reduced, 98%) were used to prepare Cu-Fe precursor ingots with three 

different compositions: 10 atomic percent (at%) Cu-90at%Fe, 20at%Cu-80at%Fe, and 30at%Cu-

70at%Fe. The average powder size of both powders was about 30 microns. A hydraulic press was 

used to make pellets of 1 cm in diameter for each composition. These pellets were then arc melted 

five times to make homogeneous ingots with high cooling rates. In addition, the 30at%Cu-70at%Fe 

was loaded in a 3cm-diameter alumina crucible and heated in an Ar-filled furnace at 1550 ˚C for 

1 hour, followed by slow cooling down to room temperature. The four different types of samples 

were sliced and polished using sandpaper to make samples 1 cm in diameter and 200 microns in 

thickness. These four samples are denoted throughout this paper as 10Arc, 20Arc, 30Arc and 

30Furnace, in accordance with their composition and synthesis method. 

After the Cu-Fe ingots were successfully synthesized, the disk was then etched in 5wt% H2SO4 

acid solution at 90˚C under constant stirring for 24 hours. The acid solution was changed every 8 

hours to prevent the accumulation of contaminants. The etched sample was then cleaned in 5wt% 

HCl solution under sonication for 15 minutes. This was followed by an acetone wash under 

sonication for 15minute to wash away any leftover contaminants. Finally, the cleaned samples 

were dried under vacuum for one hour. 
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2.2.2 Zn electrodeposition 

The 20Arc Cu sample was Zn-coated using an electrolyte of 0.05 M ZnSO4 +0.3M H3BO3 and 

the 30Furnace Cu sample was Zn-coated using an electrolyte of 0.01 M ZnSO4 +0.3M H3BO3. In 

both cases, a small amount of 1M H2SO4 was added to adjust the pH to 1-2.  The cleaned porous 

Cu was removed from the glovebox and used as the working electrode in a three-electrode set up 

where the counter electrode was platinum foil and the reference electrode was Ag/AgCl in KCl. A 

current density of 1mA/cm2 was used to deposit Zn for 10 min and 5 min for the 30Furnace and 

20Arc, respectively. The area used for the deposition current density was the measured effective 

surface area. The sample was then washed with deionized water and acetone and then dried under 

vacuum for one hour. 

2.2.3 Electrochemistry 

CR2016-type coin cells were assembled in an Ar-filled glove box for electrochemical 

characterization. The electrolyte consisted of 75 µL of 1 M lithium bis(trifluoromethane 

sulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI) in a mixed solvent of 1,3-dioxolane (DOL) and 1,2-dimethoxyethane 

(DME) (1:1 in volume) with 2% LiNO3 and Li metal foil was used as the counter electrode. A 

range of current density was used during lithium plating morphology study.  For all CE testing, at 

least three cells were tested at the same condition and the average CE is calculated. 

2.2.4 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) / Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) 

A FEI Apreo SEM was used to study the structure of the as-prepared porous copper current 

collector as well as the morphology of the electrochemically deposited lithium (EDLi). EDS was 

used to characterize the elemental composition of the sample. 
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2.2.5 Micro-CT 

The samples were individually punched into films with a 2 mm radius piece and were stacked 

in a PTFE cylindrical tube with alternating PTFE films to provide separation. Two scans were 

conducted using a ZEISS Xradia 510 Versa micro-CT instrument. The first scan was conducted 

on the lager pore samples (30Furnance and 10Arc, shown in Fig 2.1c-d) and had a voxel size of 

1.07 µm and an exposure of 4 seconds. The second scan was used to examine the smaller pore 

samples (20Arc and 30Arc, shown in Fig 2.1a-b) and had a voxel size of .7834 µm and an exposure 

of 6 seconds. Both scans were conducted with 1801 projections at an X-ray energy of 140 keV 

with a 71.3 uA current using a high energy filter at a 4X magnification. The beam hardening 

constant for the reconstruction was 0 and 0.6 for the first and second scan respectively. Post 

measurement analysis was performed by the Amira-Avizo method using the Deblur, Delineate, 

and Median Filter modules for data sharpening and filtration provided by the software. The 

Separate Objects module, which utilizes a distance map and a watershed algorithm, was used to 

define 3D pores and determine the overall distribution of the pore sizes. The tortuosity factor was 

determined for each of the resulting structures using the software TauFactor75 and cross-validated 

with GeoDict, both relying on Fickian diffusion. 

Simulation of the Li deposition process in the porous copper made use of an in house 

MATLAB-based stochastic algorithm. For a given capacity, the volume of deposited Li was 

determined considering 100 % coulombic efficiency and a molar volume of 13.02 × 10-6 m3/mol. 

Then, this volume was converted into a number of pixels. Subsequently, pixels of void in contact 

with solid phase (Cu or Li) were converted into pixels of Li until the desired amount was achieved. 

To mimic the experimental observations, a percentage of the Li was deposited on the top of the 

copper support (see Table S1). We arbitrarily allowed for an extra 15 µm thick void to be inserted 
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on top of the current collector for Li deposition. After Li deposition, the remaining empty thickness 

was removed from this extra 15 µm space in order to limit its impact on the tortuosity factor 

calculation. Additionally, to account for the heterogeneous deposition of Li along the thickness, 

an arbitrary gradient has been applied to replicate the experimental observations. Each structure 

was divided into 6 equal sub-volumes for which the deposited Li amount is reported in Table S2. 

Then the algorithm called the software TauFactor75 to determine the tortuosity factors of each 

porous copper network. Each condition was repeated between 5 and 10 times to quantify the 

uncertainty linked to the stochastic method. 

2.2.6 Titration Gas Chromatography (TGC) 

The TGC method was used to quantify the amount of inactive metallic lithium formed in the 

porous copper after cycling. After plating and stripping of Li, the porous Cu electrode was 

recovered from the coin cell; the porous copper film, including any residual inactive lithium, 

together with the separator, was put into a 30 mL bottle without washing. The bottle was then 

sealed with a rubber stopper and the internal pressure of the bottle was adjusted to 1 atm. After the 

bottle was removed from the glovebox, excess deionized (DI) water (0.5 mL) was injected into the 

bottle to react with any residual inactive metallic lithium to form H2 gas. The vial was then well 

mixed by shaking, and a gas-tight syringe was used to quickly take 30 µL of the gas from the head-

space of the sealed bottle. The gas was then injected into a Nexis GC-2030 Gas Chromatograph 

(Shimadzu) for H2 quantification. A pre-established H2 calibration curve was used to calculate the 

amount of inactive metallic lithium from the measured H2 peak area. The mass of inactive metallic 

lithium in the porous copper films was directly related to the amount of H2. 
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2.2.7 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 

XRD was performed using a PANalytical X'Pert Pro powder diffractometer operating with Cu 

Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å) using a 0.03° step size, a voltage of 45 kV, and a current of 40 mA. 

XRD patterns were recorded in the range of 15° < 2θ < 85°. 

2.2.8 X-Ray Photo-electron Spectroscopy (XPS) 

XPS analysis was performed using a Kratos Axis Ultra DLD spectrometer with a 

monochromatic Al (Kα) radiation source. A charge neutralizer filament was used to control 

charging of the sample. A 20 eV pass energy was used with a 0.1 eV step size; scans were 

calibrated using adventitious carbon by setting the C 1s peak to 284.8 eV. Samples were etched 

with an Ar beam with a raster size of 2mm x 2mm at an energy of 4 kV for 1 minute. 

2.3 Result and Discussion 

 

Figure 2.1 SEM images of the four porous copper films used in this work. a) Top-view and e) cross-section 

of the 30 at% Cu arc-melted (30Arc) sample; b) top-view and f) cross-section of the 20 at% Cu arc-melted 

(20Arc) sample; c) top-view and g) cross-section of the 10 at% Cu arc-melted (10Arc) sample; d) top-view 

and h) cross-section of the 30 at% Cu furnace-melted (30Furnace) sample. 

Porous copper films with interconnected channels were fabricated by etching Fe from Cu-

Fe composites. Ingots with compositions of 10, 20 and 30 atomic percentage (at%) Cu were made 
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by arc melting and one ingot with a composition of 30 at% Cu was made using a conventional Ar-

filled furnace.  Arc melting involves rapid heating and rapid cooling, while heating and cooling 

rates in a conventional furnace are much longer.  Because Cu and Fe are essentially immiscible in 

the solid state but fully miscible in the melt, the size of the phase separated domains that form 

upon solidification is strongly dependent on the cooling rate, with faster cooling of the arc furnace 

producing smaller domains.  For a given cooling rate, the size of domains can be further tuned 

using the atomic percentage of Cu and Fe with higher Fe fractions resulting in large Fe domains.  

Because the Fe is the fraction that is etched form the ingot, both larger Fe fractions and slower 

cooling rates result in larger pore in the remaining Cu. After careful etching and cleaning, porous 

coppers with different well-structured channels were fabricated. (Fig. 2.1). However, there is no 

Fe or S remaining in the samples.  Unlike other randomly structured porous copper that were also 

synthesized by dealloying method,29 the porous copper networks derived from Cu-Fe composites 

show homogeneous, large pored micro-structures that allow us to quantitatively analyze the effects 

of key parameters such as surface area and tortuosity factor on the performance of a 3D current 

collector. 

As shown in Fig. 2.1a and 2.1e, when 30 at% Cu was mixed with Fe and arc with rapid 

heating and cooling, the resulting porous copper had roughly 4µm-wide and 10µm-long channels, 

which provided empty spaces for lithium to deposit. As the Cu at% decreased in the precursor, the 

channels in the final porous Cu grew longer and wider. The 10 at% Arc melt porous copper showed 

approximately 20µm-wide channels (Fig. 2.1c, 2.1g), but the structure of the channels was very 

fragile. Therefore, a second melting technique was used when synthesizing the 25µm-wide porous 

copper, which involved slow heating and cooling an ingot with 30 at% Cu using an Ar-filled 

furnace. The resulting porous copper showed 25µm-wide pores with sturdy ligaments. 
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The physical parameters of the porous copper samples were quantified by laboratory X-

ray micro-CT. Each piece of the porous copper was punched and fitted into a sample holder tube. 

With voxel size of 0.7834 µm or 1.07 µm, the 3D structures (Fig. 2.2a, 2.2b) of the porous coppers 

obtained through the tomography was analyzed using the Amira-Avizo software package and the 

physical properties of the porous coppers were measured (Fig. 2.2). 

Fig. 2.2d reports the pore size distribution of each porous copper sample. As expected, the 

30Furnace sample shows the largest pores and the 30Arc sample had the smallest pores, followed 

by 20Arc and 10Arc. The peak of each histogram curve represents the average length of the micro-

channels in the porous copper. The results match well with the SEM images shown in Fig. 2.1 

except for the 30Arc sample. For the 30Arc samples, the pores are in a narrow but long channel-

like structure. The expected pore size measured from the SEM images is around 4 um. However, 

in the MicroCT measurement, the pore size is defined as the diagonal length of the pores, so the 

both the diameter and the length of the channel-like pores are included in the pore size calculation. 

Therefore, in the Fig. 2.2d, the pore size of 30Arc centers around 10 um instead of 4 um. The 

geometric tortuosity values in Fig. 2e were calculated based on the average length a fictive particle 

needs to travel to go through the whole porous copper sample in the z-direction, which 

approximately quantifies how easy it is for a lithium ion to diffuse and electro-migrate inside the 

Cu network during an electrochemical plating process. Both the 10Arc and 30Furnace samples 

have relatively low geometric tortuosity because they have large enough pores for lithium ion to 

move freely without many obstacles in the z-direction. The volumetric surface area of each porous 

network can be directly obtained from the 3D tomography (Fig. 2.2c). The effective surface area 

was calculated based on the actual size of the electrode used in the electrochemical testing (7 mm 

in diameter and 200 µm in thickness). In the surface area measurement, the same trend is observed 
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as in the geometric tortuosity: the samples with smallest pore sizes have the largest effective 

surface area while the larger pores give the smallest surface areas. There is a slow drop of effective 

surface area from the 20Arc to 10Arc materials, despite the fact that the pore size difference in 

these two samples is large. This is caused by the change of ligament size as the at% of Cu in the 

precursor ingot decreases from 20 to 10 (Fig. 2.1f, 2.1g). The thinner ligament contributes to the 

extra surface area in the 10Arc sample. With these key physical parameters quantified, the effects 

of morphology and the distribution of deposited Li can now be studied in detail. 

 

Figure 2.2 Quantification of the physical parameters of the porous copper:a) The 3D tomography of 30Arc 

and 20Arc with voxel size of 0.7834 µm. b) The 3D tomography of 10Arc and 30Furnace with voxel size 

of 1.07 µm. For both parts a) and b), the scale bar is 200 µm.  c) Volumetric surface area in the porous 

copper; d) Histograms of the pore size distribution for each porous copper sample. e) Geometric tortuosity 

of the porous copper as a function of depth. 
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Figure 2.3 Top-view SEM images of the morphology of lithium plated under different current densities 

onto the porous copper networks with different pore sizes: a-d) 30Arc; e-h) 20Arc; i-l) 10Arc; m-p) 

30Furnace.  Current densities are indicated on the figure. The critical current densities at which lithium 

whiskers start to grow are marked with red boxes. All samples were plated to 4 mAh/cm2 before imaging. 

The scale bars in all images correspond to 20 µm. 

The effect of the surface area on the morphology of the deposited lithium was characterized 

using top-view SEM images. For each sample, 4 mAh/cm2 of lithium was plated onto the porous 

copper using 4 different current densities, each of which are indicated in Fig. 2.3. As the surface 

area decreases with the increase of pore size, the effective local current density per unit surface 

area of Cu would also increases. It is widely accepted that high local current densities can lead to 

an inhomogeneous flux of lithium ions during plating, causing the formation of lithium whiskers.60 

By studying the lithium deposition morphology on the porous Cu networks with different surface 
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areas under a range of current densities, the critical current density at which lithium whiskers 

begins to grow in each sample can be determined. 

With the largest effective surface area, which is 29.49 cm2 in a piece with 0.7 cm diameter 

and 200 m thickness, the 30Arc samples produces a dense and smooth lithium deposition 

morphology throughout the four current densities tested. As the effective surface area decreased 

to 12.03 cm2, the 20Arc samples also show relatively dense morphology in most of the current 

densities tested except at 4 mA/cm2, which is indicated by the red box in Fig. 2.3h. At this current 

density, lithium whiskers begin to grow on the surface of the pore channels, which means that the 

local current density becomes too high, inducing inhomogeneous lithium ions transport. As the 

effective surface area is further decreased, the critical current density also decreased. In the 

30Furnace sample, where the effective surface area was only 3.76 cm2, lithium whiskers were 

observed at current densities as low as 0.5 mA/cm2, which means the critical current density might 

be even lower than that. Based on these observations alone, it seems that the higher the surface 

area in the porous copper, the better the Li morphology. 
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Figure 2.4 Cross-sectional SEM images of the morphology of lithium plated into the porous copper 

networks with different pore sizes: a-d) Cross-sectional secondary electron SEM images, e-h) back-

scattered electron SEM images and i-l) cartoon illustrations of the observed lithium spatial distribution in 

the cross-section of each porous Cu sample.  All samples were plated to 20 mAh/ cm2. The scale bars in all 

images correspond to 50 µm. 

The effect of the geometric tortuosity and pore size of the porous Cu network on the 

deposited lithium morphology was studied by cross-sectional SEM images. Fig. 2.4 shows the 

distribution of deposited lithium in each porous Cu sample after plating for 20 hours at 1 mA/cm2. 

Back-scattered electron (BSE) images (Fig. 2.4e-h) give a clear view of how lithium is distributed 

across the whole porous copper network: the brighter region is copper, the darker region is lithium, 

and the boundary between vacuum and lithium is marked by white lines. Cartoon schemes were 

also constructed to better illustrate the observed lithium deposition distribution and morphology 

in the different porous copper samples (Fig. 2.4i-l). 

With the smallest pore diameter (~4 µm) and the highest z-directional geometric tortuosity 

(1.35), the 30Arc samples gave the most inhomogeneous distribution of the deposited lithium 

within the volume (Fig. 2.4a, 2.4e, 2.4i). Most of the deposited lithium accumulated on the top 
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surface on the porous copper, and the space inside the pores, where the lithium was supposed to 

deposit, was mostly empty. This inhomogeneous distribution of deposited lithium can be attributed 

to the complex structure of the porous copper, with small pores and high geometric tortuosity 

hampering lithium ions transport and accessibility to the majority of the structure pores. As we 

increased the pore size to ~10 µm, which led to a decrease in the z-directional geometric tortuosity 

to 1.28, the distribution of the deposited lithium in the porous copper changed dramatically (Fig. 

2.4b, 2.4f, 2.4j). More lithium was deposited inside the pores of the Cu instead of on the top surface. 

The higher utilization of the empty pores increases the contact area between lithium and the copper, 

which should lower the local effective current density and result in a more uniform morphology. 

The further increase in the pore size (~20 µm) and the decrease in the geometric tortuosity (1.03) 

allowed more lithium to grow inside the pores (Fig. 2.4c, 2.4g, 2.4k). The deposited lithium grew 

in a bulky way and had a clustered morphology inside the porous Cu. In the largest porous Cu (~25 

µm), the distribution of the deposited lithium was similar to that in the 10Arc sample. However, 

the increase of the pore size also led to a decrease of surface area. As a result, the morphology of 

the deposited lithium changed from bulky to whisker-like (Fig. 2.4d, 2.4h, 2.4l). This change of 

morphology should eventually lead to the formation of inactive metallic lithium and cause the 

decrease in coulombic efficiency.6 

To gain further insights into the factors limiting Li deposition in these porous copper 

structures, a computational study focused on the tortuosity factor was carried out. Such a study 

was designed to capture the evolution of the tortuosity factor with the increase of Li deposition in 

the different porous Cu structures. The tomographic structure of each sample was imported into 

MATLAB and the full whole volume of each sample was used for the calculation. An in-house 

MATLAB®-based algorithm was then used for the stochastic generation of lithium deposited in 
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each porous copper sample. This algorithm favored the deposition of lithium in aggregated form, 

since that is what was observed experimentally. To further match with the experimental 

observations, a given amount of lithium was allowed to deposit on the top of the porous Cu and a 

deposition gradient was applied along the depth from the top to the bottom. Then, the tortuosity 

factor was determined for each of the resulting structures using the software TauFactor,75 which 

relies on Fickian diffusion. Because of the stochastic nature of the lithium deposition simulation, 

each simulation was repeated between 5 and 10 times to ensure reproducibility and sufficient 

statistics. 

The tortuosity factor results are reported in Fig. 2.5a for each porous Cu samples as a 

function of the plated lithium capacity. It appears that the tortuosity factor follows a gentle 

exponential rise until a certain threshold where it sharply increases. The larger the pores, the higher 

the threshold capacity corresponding to the steep rise in the tortuosity factor. The 30Arc sample 

has the smallest pores, and as a result the tortuosity factor begins to increase rapidly at the lowest 

capacity for this sample (at around 6 mAh/cm2). It is noteworthy that the 30Furnace sample shows 

a higher tortuosity factor than the 10Arc sample until a capacity of 7 mAh/cm2, the reason for that 

has been discussed in the previous section.  From the 3D images on Fig. 2.5b, the large pores of 

the two structures (10Arc and 30Furnace) do not look to be clogged with lithium at 4 mAh/cm2. 

At low capacities, it thus seems that if the pores are large enough to accommodate the lithium 

deposition, the interconnectivity of the pores and the tortuosity of the empty pores will be the most 

important parameters. However, at 7 mAh/cm2, the lithium deposits appear to be significantly 

denser. Indeed, beyond 7 mAh/cm2 the 30Furnace structure displays a lower tortuosity factor 

which suggests that at higher capacities, the pores in the 3D structure might be filled and thus not 

able to accommodate more Li. 
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Based on the observations above, the effect of the tortuosity factor can be summarized as 

following. The narrow and tortuous structures, such as the case in the 30Arc sample, would largely 

hinder the transport of lithium ions, leading to an inhomogeneous distribution of the deposited 

lithium. The inhomogeneous distribution would also waste the empty space and surface area 

provided by the 3D structure and possibly lead to the formation of lithium whiskers after the top 

surface is fully covered by the deposited lithium. Therefore, as mentioned previously, an increase 

in surface area does not always lead to a more uniform morphology for the deposited lithium. The 

increase of surface area and the decrease of pore size can have competing effects. From the data 

presented here, it appears that the sample with high enough surface area to provide a uniform 

morphology for lithium deposited at various plating rates and with pore that are large enough to 

facilitate lithium ion transport is the 20Arc material.  The material seems to be near the “sweet 

spot” in this porous copper system. 

 

Figure 2.5 Simulation of the tortuosity evolution of the porous copper as Li plating continues: a) Tortuosity 

factor as a function of the capacity of Li plated into each porous copper structure; b) Porous coppers before 

(0 mAh/cm2) and after (4 and 7 mAh/cm2) Li deposition with the copper in gray and the Li in orange. The 

whole thickness of the current collectors is displayed with a square base of 100 µm of length. One quarter 

of each structure was removed for visualization-sake. 
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Figure 2.6 The electrochemical performance of the porous coppers: a) Electrochemical potential curve for 

lithium plating and stripping on each of the porous copper samples. b) TGC quantification of the SEI and 

inactive metallic lithium fractions for each sample. c) Electrochemical potential curve for CE testing for 

each porous copper sample. d) The calculated average CE of each porous copper sample from the half 

plating-stripping testing protocol. 

To evaluate our prediction for the performance of the porous copper based on their physical 

parameters, Li||Cu cells were made to test the CE for lithium plating/stripping. The first cycle CE 

was calculated by plating 6mAh/cm2 of lithium onto the porous coppers and stripping at 

0.5mA/cm2. After that, TGC was applied to quantify the amount of SEI Li+ and inactive metallic 

Li0 formed on the first cycle. In the TGC experiment, a fixed amount of deionized (DI) water was 

added to the cycled porous copper electrode, the inactive metallic lithium that was not removed 

during stripping will react with the DI water and release hydrogen gas. The amount the hydrogen 
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gas quantified through gas chromatography can be directly correlated to the amount of the inactive 

metallic Li0 left on the porous copper. It is known that CE values below 100% in each cycle of 

lithium plating/stripping comes from the combination of SEI Li+ formation and formation of 

inactive metallic Li0. By quantifying the fraction of inactive metallic Li0, the SEI Li+ can then be 

calculated from the CE, and the combination of both values can help us to understand the failure 

model of each porous copper sample. 

As shown in Fig. 2.6b, the 30Arc samples showed the lowest CE on the first cycle, which 

was 93.65%. However, the amount of inactive metallic Li0 formed was only 0.0219 mAh, which 

was only 14.15% of the total irreversible capacity, the lowest among the five types of coppers 

tested. The results show that although the high surface area of the 30Arc helped to improve the 

morphology of the deposited lithium, which is reflected in low percentage of inactive metallic Li0, 

the high surface area also provided more contact surface between the electrolyte and lithium metal, 

which is thermodynamically unstable and leads to the formation of SEI under most conditions. In 

addition, during the first cycle due to the presence of CuOx, Li would first react with this oxides 

layer and form SEI, which also contributes to the low CE. This is most prominently shown in the 

first cycle CE of the 30Arc sample, as it has the highest surface area. While the CuOx is an issue 

only in the first cycle, the SEI in the high surface area samples remains a problem throughout 

cycles. For the 20Arc samples, with the decrease in surface area, the amount of SEI also decreased 

while the formation of inactive metallic Li0 remained low. Therefore, an increase in CE was 

observed. As the surface area further decreased, the formation SEI also decreased in the 10Arc and 

30Furnace samples. However, due to the low surface area of the 30Furnace samples, some lithium 

whiskers formed in these samples (Fig. 2.3m), increasing the fraction of inactive metallic Li0. The 

sample with the highest CE in the first cycle is the 2D copper foil. The high CE in the copper foil 
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comes from two reasons: 1) The low surface area of the copper foil limits the contact area between 

lithium and electrolyte and the amount of CuOx that can form, thus leading to lower SEI formation; 

2) The stack pressure on the copper foil from the coin cell also helped more lithium be stripped 

back to the electrolyte, whereas the stacking pressure inside porous copper was nearly zero, so the 

lithium can more easily detach from the copper substrate during stripping. 

Based on the analysis above, it can be concluded that although the high surface area can 

help lithium to grow in a better morphology, the extra surface area also causes the formation of 

extra SEI. These competing factors led us to use a more representative way to determine the CE 

of the lithium plating/stripping. As shown in Fig. 2.6c, a half plating and stripping method was 

utilized to characterize the CE of the lithium plating/stripping. In this method, first, a full lithium 

plating/stripping cycle was performed to condition the surface of the coppers. Then, 6 mAh/cm2 

of lithium reservoir (QP) was plated onto the coppers at 0.5 mA/cm2, followed by 9 cycles of 

striping and plating of 3 mAh/cm2 of the lithium (Qhalf). At the last step, all the remaining lithium 

was stripped to the cutoff voltage of 1V (QS). The average CE is calculated by (9Qhalf + QS)/(9Qhalf 

+ QP)×100%. While the conventional CE testing method can tell us the efficiency of each cycle, it 

will include the capacity lost due to the formation of fresh SEI on cycle. The half plating and 

stripping technique leaves a layer of lithium reservoir after the first cycle, which can lead the 

lithium to fill back into the pre-existing SEI layer to minimize its formation. Furthermore, the first 

formation cycle has also consumed most of the oxides layer on the porous copper, leaving behind 

a relatively clean surface for Li metal deposition. Using this method, the average CE of the 30Arc, 

20Arc, 10Arc, 30Furnace and copper foil was calculated to be 99.36%, 99.46%, 99.26%, 99.16% 

and 98.79% as shown in Fig. 2.6d. The preconditioning and the half plating and stripping 

technique greatly minimized the formation of SEI in each cycle and the CE is directly reflecting 
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effect of the morphology and the distribution of the deposited lithium. As predicted earlier, the 

20Arc shows the highest CE because of its relatively high surface area and also large pore size. 

 

Figure 2.7 Top-view SEM images of the morphology of the lithium plated under different current density 

onto porous copper with a Zn coating. a-d) 20Arc sample coated with Zn; e-h) 30Furnace sample coated 

with Zn. The deposited Li is shown in darker contrast, while the brighter contrast shows the porous copper 

substrate. The critical current density at which lithium whiskers start to grow is marked with a red box. All 

samples were plated to 4mAh/cm2. The scale bars in all images correspond to 20 µm. 

The last parameter that can affect the performance of a 3D current collector is the surface 

chemistry. It is known that the electrochemical property of the substrate on which Li is plated can 

significantly influence the morphology of the Li.31,62 To quantitatively explore how the  

improvement in surface chemistry can bring to the performance of the porous copper current 

collectors, metallic Zn, which has a lower nucleation barrier for Li than Cu,31 was 

electrochemically coated onto 20Arc and 30Furnace samples. These two samples were chosen 

because they showed the best and the worst performance, respectively, based on the data presented 

above. Plating Zn inside of pores is not generally as easy as plating on top of a film, and indeed, 

in this case, the thickness of the Zn is greater on the top of the sample.  While these interior 

thickness are much smaller than the overlayer on the top, they still provide nucleation sites for Li 

plating within the interior of the porous Cu. 
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To study the role of Zn coating, Li was electrochemically deposited onto the bare porous 

copper and Zn coated porous copper. The Li metal nucleation overpotential, which is defined as 

the voltage difference between the bottom of the voltage dip and the flat part of the voltage plateau, 

is a parameter that represents the energy barrier that Li needs to overcome to nucleate on the 

substrate.31 The nucleation overpotentials of 20Arc and 20Arc with Zn are found to be 46.1 mV 

and 32.5 mV respectively, meaning that the Zn coating successfully lower the nucleation barrier 

of Li depositing on the substrate, which should potentially lead to a more uniform and dense 

morphology. 

 

Figure 2.8 The electrochemical performance of Zn coated porous coppers: a) TGC analysis of the SEI and 

inactive metallic lithium; b) the electrochemical potential curve of CE testing of the porous copper samples; 

c) The calculated average CE of the Zn-coated porous copper sample from the half plating-stripping testing 

protocol. 

The morphology of deposited Li on the Zn coated porous copper was then studied by SEM. 

As shown in Fig. 2.7a-d, the resulting Li morphology after plating in the 20Arc sample coated 

with Zn is dendrite free across the whole range of current density tested.  This result stands in 

contrast to the uncoated 20Arc sample, where Li whiskers begin to appear at 4mA/cm2. An even 

more dramatic improvement in Li morphology is observed in 30Furnace sample, however. As 

shown in Fig. 2.7e-h, the Li deposited Li on the 30Furnace sample coated with Zn shows a 

spherical morphology at 0.5 mA/cm2.  Even at this low current density, a whisker morphology was 
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already seen in the uncoated samples. Li whiskers only begin to grow at a much higher current 

density of 2mA/cm2. 

The porous samples with Zn coatings were further tested for plating/stripping CE using the 

protocol mentioned previously. The 20Arc sample coated with Zn had an average CE of 99.63 %, 

which increased from 99.46 % of the uncoated samples, while the 30Furnace sample coated with 

Zn had a CE of 99.56 %, which increased from 99.16 % of the uncoated samples, as shown in Fig. 

2.8c. The amount of SEI Li+ and metallic Li0 in the first cycled was again quantified using TGC 

(Fig. 2.8a). The first cycle CE of the 20Arc samples improved only by a small amount after coating 

because the lithium morphology in the 20Arc was already dense without the coating, and the 

surface area was not significantly changed by the coating so that the SEI formed from the reaction 

between Li and oxides layer did not change much.  The absolute amount of inactive metallic Li0 

did markedly decrease, however, presumably because of more effective Li nucleation on the 

improved surface. This was partly offset by a slight increase in the SEI Li+, likely because the 

Cu4Zn is more reactive toward oxygen or water than pure Cu. A more significant improvement 

was observed in the 30Furnace after coating. The first cycle CE improved from 95.27 % to 96.00 %, 

while the amount of inactive metallic Li0 also markedly decreased because of the improved 

morphology. Again, a slight increase in the SEI Li+ was observed, but change was not large enough 

to offset the large gains from the reduction in inactive metallic Li0 due to the improved plating 

onto the lithophilic surface. The decrease in the inactive metallic Li0 and improved cycling 

performance was more obvious in the 30Furnace sample upon coating with Zn than in the 20Arc 

sample, which proved that tuning the surface chemistry is an effective way to enable a 3D current 

with low surface area to achieve uniform Li plating. 
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2.4 Conclusions 

In this work, porous copper scaffolds with interconnected micro-channels were synthesized 

using wet chemical etching and used as 3D current collectors for lithium metal anode. Laboratory 

X-ray tomography was used to quantify the physical properties of the porous copper materials. 

The effects of the three key parameters – surface area, tortuosity, and surface chemistry – were 

carefully studied. Similar to what previous work has mentioned27, we quantitatively studied why 

the high surface area was harmful to the performance of the 3D current collectors, as Li metal was 

not able to plate deep into the pores due to diffusion limitations and more SEI was formed on the 

first cycle. A moderate surface area is desirable for a 3D current collector, where the local current 

density will be low enough to suppress the growth of lithium whiskers while keeping the formation 

of SEI to minimum. The tortuosity of the porous copper mainly influences the diffusion of lithium 

ions. To facilitate a uniform distribution of deposited lithium across the whole 3D current collector, 

the pore size should be kept as large as possible while the tortuosity should be minimized. In 

considering all of these key physical parameters, the 20Arc samples, with a balance of modest 

surface area and reasonable pore size, was shown to have the best performance among the copper 

samples tested, while the 30Furnace sample, which has very large pores and low surface area, had 

the worst. 

These two samples were further coated with metallic Zn to evaluate how surface chemistry 

can influence the performance of 3D current collectors. Upon electrochemical testing, an average 

lithium plating/stripping CE of 99.56% was achieved in 30Furnace with Zn coated, which 

improved from 99.16% without coating. However, the CE for the 20Arc sample did not show as 

much improvement with the Zn coating because the morphology of the Li in 20Arc was already 

exceptionally good without coating. The results in this work led to several key points: 1) Although 
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the high surface area can lower the local current density and lead to a uniform Li morphology, it 

will also introduce large amount of SEI formation because of the increase in surface area. 2) The 

tortuosity of the 3D current collector should be kept at minimum to induce the uniform distribution 

of Li in the structure. 3) The Zn coating can effectively improve the morphology of the Li, allowing 

even 3D current collectors with low surface area to achieve uniform Li plating. 

Chapter 2, in full, is a reprint of the material “Quantitatively Designing Porous Copper 

Current Collectors for Lithium Metal Anodes” as it appears in the ACS Applied Energy Materials, 

Bingyu Lu, Edgar Olivera, Jonathan Scharf, Mehdi Chouchane, Chengcheng Fang, Miguel Ceja, 

Lisa E. Pangilinan, Shiqi Zheng, Andrew Dawson, Diyi Cheng, Wurigumula Bao, Oier Arcelus, 

Alejandro A. Franco, Xiaochun Li, Sarah H. Tolbert, Ying Shirley Meng, 2021, 4, 7, 6454–6465. 

The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of this paper. The author wrote the 

paper. 
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Chapter 3 Pressure-tailored lithium deposition and dissolution in lithium metal batteries 

3.1 Introduction 

Lithium (Li) metal is the ultimate anode material to break the specific energy bottleneck of 

Li-ion batteries. However, due to its low Coulombic efficiency (CE), short cycle life and safety 

issues caused by dendrite growth and inactive Li formation, practical rechargeable Li metal 

batteries have not yet been commercialized since its inception in 1976 6,76,77. It is widely accepted 

that the morphology is one of the determinantal factors for CE and cycle life of Li metal batteries 

78,79. In order to achieve reversible, dense Li deposition close to the actual density of Li metal 

(0.534 g/cm3), tremendous efforts have been devoted to understanding and controlling the Li 

deposition process by considering the electroplating as a mass-transport controlled process, which 

is primarily affected by factors including electrolyte properties (cation concentration, solvation 

structure, etc.), current density and temperature 5,80. In addition, due to the highly reducing 

potential of Li, the (electro)chemically formed solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) between the Li 

metal and liquid electrolyte makes the electroplating a kinetically slow solid diffusion process. 

Thus, the Li deposition and dissolution are further affected by the SEI properties.  

Strategies have been extensively designed to favor at least one of the four governing factors 

in the past decades, aiming to improve the Li metal anode performance: first, engineering the 

electrolyte towards large granular Li particle deposition and stable SEI 81–83; second, utilizing 3D 

current collectors to increase surface areas and reduce local current density 84,85; third, creating 

artificial SEI to facilitate Li ion transport and prevent parasitic reactions 86; and fourth, applying 

elevated temperature to enhance the mass transfer for enlarged Li particles growth 87. However, 

the multidimensional requirements to commercialize Li metal batteries, including a cell level 

energy density of 500 Wh/kg and 1000 cycles with 80% of capacity retention under fast charging 
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conditions 88, can barely be achieved by solely using these approaches. Breaking the current 

bottleneck requires new solutions that can perfect Li deposition and dissolution on top of these 

achievements. 

In addition to promoting the mass transport, pressurizing the electrode stack has been 

widely used in modern Li-ion batteries to improve cycling performance by minimizing the 

interfacial and transport impedance. For Li metal anode, it has been shown that increasing uniaxial 

stack pressure helps to alleviate Li dendrite formation and improve CE and cycling performance 

89. This offers a new possibility to tune the Li morphology beyond the aforementioned strategies. 

Moli Energy mentioned in their patent in 1985 that Li deposits formed under stack pressure showed 

a denser morphology with enhanced cycling efficiency 90. Wilkinson et al. 91 examined the effect 

of stack pressure in Li/MoS2 prismatic cells and attributed the Li deformation to the tradeoff 

between the applied pressure and mechanical strength (creep strength and tensile strength) of the 

Li. Recent work further proved stack pressure can effectively improve the cycling efficiency and 

cycle life in anode-free cells 92–94, and achieved close-packed morphology 92. Undoubtably, 

applying stack pressure has been proven as an effective method to control the Li deposition 

morphology. The mechanical properties of Li metal have also been widely studied accordingly 95–

98. However, the underlying scientific principle of pressure effects on Li deposition and dissolution 

behavior at micro/nano scales and how stack pressure can be utilized to precisely control the Li 

deposition and dissolution, in combination with clear experimental evidence, still need to be 

systematically quantified and understood. How to achieve an ideal morphology of Li deposits 

comprising large Li particles seamlessly packed on the electrode, and how to achieve very high 

reversibility in deposition and dissolution remain ambiguous. Answering these questions by 

establishing a pressure-morphology-performance correlation with optimized Li morphology will 
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open new opportunities to rationally design for commercially viable high-energy rechargeable Li 

metal batteries under various environmental and operating conditions. 

Here, combining 3D cryogenic focused ion beam-scanning electron microscopy (3D cryo-

FIB-SEM), cryogenic transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM), titration gas 

chromatography (TGC) 78, and molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, we elucidated how stack 

pressure can be applied to precisely manipulate Li deposition and dissolution towards high 

performance rechargeable Li metal batteries, overcoming the mass-transport bottleneck. Through 

a systematic study of the stack pressure effects on the physical morphology and chemical 

components of Li deposits, we identified two ways in which the stack pressure regulates the Li 

nucleation and growth: first, tuning the favorable Li growth direction at microscale by altering the 

surface energy at the Li top surface; second, densifying Li deposits at nanoscale by exerting 

mechanical constraints. We found the stack pressure induces negligible impacts on SEI structure 

and components. In the stripping process, the stack pressure plays a key role in retaining the 

electronically conductive pathway and minimizing the inactive Li formation, while 

electrochemically deposited Li reservoir is key to maintaining the dense Li structure and its 

reversibility upon cycling.  Based on the quantitative understanding, we achieved an ultra-dense 

Li deposition (99.49% electrode density) with an ideal columnar morphology, minimal surface 

area, and made it highly reversible upon cycling with minimal inactive Li formation, and thus 

improved CE (> 99%) at fast charging condition (4 mA/cm2) and room temperature. Such pressure-

tailored highly reversible Li metal anodes can be the final push to unlock the potential of high-

energy Li metal batteries for fast charging and wide temperature operation. 
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3.2 Method 

 

Figure 3.1 Dimensions for the split cell setup. Side views of a) PEEK Cylinder; b) Long Titanium 

Plunger; c) Short Titanium Plunger. Top view of d) PEEK Cylinder; e) Titanium Plungers. f) Complete 

and cross-sectional view of the split cell setup.  

 

3.2.1 Split cell 

 The split cell consists of two parts (Fig. 3.1): one polyether ether ketone (PEEK) die (Fig. 

3.1a, d) mold and two titanium (Ti) plungers (Fig. 3.1b, c, e). The Ti plungers have dual purposes 

in the split cells: 1) to work as current collectors and 2) to apply pressure. Therefore, Ti is chosen 

as the material for the plungers because of its high electronic conductivity, high mechanical 

strength, and high stability towards chemical corrosion. One hole is drilled on the bottom of the 

plungers to provide space for the banana plugs that are connected to the battery cyclers. The PEEK 

die mold is used as a container to hold the electrochemical cell in place. The total length of the Ti 

plungers (1.65 inches) is slightly higher than the length of the PEEK die (1.55 inches) so that the 

PEEK die can freely adjust its position and will not affect the pressure control. All parts required 
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high precision machine polishing so that the friction between the Ti plunger and the inner wall of 

the PEEK die mold is at a minimum. If the polishing on the PEEK die mold and Ti plunger is not 

carefully done, extra force might be needed to overcome the friction between the two components, 

leading to less accurate readings from pressure load cells. Therefore, it is important that the friction 

between the titanium plungers and the PEEK die does not influence the pressure control while 

providing a good sealing for the electrochemical cell inside (Fig. 3.1f). Furthermore, the split cell 

design avoids sealing components such as o-rings. The o-ring sealing cannot guarantee completely 

airtightness, and will further bring uncertainty to the stack pressure value due to friction force. The 

current design can already provide good sealing for liquid cell cycling for a few days. 

 

Figure 3.2 Dimensions for the casing for the split cell and load cell. a) Side view of the casing rods and 

bottom; b) Top view of the Top and Bottom of the casing.  
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3.2.2 Casing 

The casing consists of two parts (Fig. 3.2): three threaded rods (Fig. 3.2a) and top/bottom 

plates (Fig. 3.2b). The split cell and the pressure load cell are placed uniaxially inside the casing 

(Fig. 3.3a). The top/bottom plates stack the split cell and the pressure load cell. Bolts or wing nuts 

are used to precisely control the stack pressure exerted by the plates. A thin PEEK disc is sunk 

into the top/bottom plates at the center where the split cell will sit. The PEEK disc can prevent 

shorting. All the metal parts of the casing are made of stainless steel.  

 

Figure 3.3 Calibration of the load cell: a) the calibration of the load cell using Instron 5982 Universal 

Testing System. b) Zoom-in image of the load cell.  

 

3.2.3 Load cell calibration 

The DYHW-116 load cell (Bengbu Dayang Sensing System Engineering Co, Ltd) and a 

digital LED display monitor the exerted stacking pressure on the split cell. The load cells have 

different measuring ranges. Choosing the most suitable range (0 to 1000 kPa is enough for Li metal 

anode with liquid electrolyte) for the specific testing scenario is beneficial for a higher-pressure 

resolution. Besides, it is crucial to calibrate the load cell before use since the default reading of the 

load cell might be way off from the actual pressure that is being measured. To calibrate the load 
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cell, a set of known loads is first applied onto the load cell by using the 100 kN Instron 5982 

Universal Testing System (Fig. 3.3a). The readings from the load cell are first calibrated at the end 

of the range of the load cell (i.e., 1000 kPa for the load cell described earlier). Then, the accuracy 

of the load cell setup can be compared to the load applied by the Instron testing system over the 

whole range of the load cell to ensure that the calibration is accurate. This calibration method 

allows to precisely set the load cell readings to correspond to the actual pressure applied to the 

sample by taking into account the sample area. 

3.2.4 Electrochemical testing 

The Cu||Li cells were made by sandwiching the Li metal foil (7mm diameter, 50µm thick), 

Celgard 2325 separator (1/2-inch diameter) and the cleaned Cu foil between the two titanium 

plungers inside the PEEK die mold. Only minimum amount of electrolyte (~5 µL) was added to 

the Cu||Li cells to wet the separator. The bisalt electrolyte consists of 4.6 m LiFSI (battery grade; 

Oakwood Products, Inc.) + 2.3 m LiTFSI (99.95%; Sigma-Aldrich) in DME (anhydrous, >99.5%; 

Sigma-Aldrich). All salts were dried under vacuum at 120˚C overnight and the solvent was dried 

by using molecular sieves for three days before making the electrolyte. After the assembly, the 

split cell and the load cell were put into the cell holder, which provided the uniaxial stacking 

pressure. The uniaxial stacking pressure was adjusted using the three screws on the cell holder. 

The screws were carefully adjusted to apply the desired stacking pressure to the split cell while 

keeping both the split cell and the load cell in vertical position. The cell was tested inside the 

glovebox using Landt CT2001A battery cycler (Wuhan, China). Various current densities and 

stacking pressure were applied to conduct the study as indicated in the main text.  

Li-Cu pouch cell test: Li-Cu cells were used for cycling performance comparison under 

different pressures, in order to make sure the Li supply in the working electrode is sufficient so 
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that the influences from other parts of a battery can be excluded. Li chip of 16 mm (diameter) x 

0.6 mm (thickness) from MTI as anode and Cu foil as cathode, with flooded bisalt electrolyte, 

were used for making small Li-Cu pouch cells to perform the cycle life evaluation under 70 and 

350 kPa. The cells were discharged (Li plating) at 4 mA/cm2 for 30 minutes (2 mAh/cm2), 

following by charging (Li stripping) at the same current rate to 1 V. The cell was considered as 

reaching “end of life” once the discharge was automatically cut off by a voltage limit of -0.5 V 

within 30 minutes (resulting in Li plating less than 2 mAh/cm2) due to increasing overpotential 

upon cycling.  

3.2.5 Cryogenic Focused Ion Beam Scanning Electron Microscopy (Cryo-FIB-SEM)  

The Cu foil with deposited Li was obtained from the split cell and then washed with DME 

to remove the residual electrolyte in the Ar-filled glovebox. The sample was mounted on a SEM 

stub (Ted Pella) in the glovebox, then transferred to a FEI Scios DualBeam FIB/SEM system with 

an air-tight transfer holder to minimize air exposure. Liquid nitrogen (N2) was used to cool down 

the sample stage to -180 oC to create a cryogenic environment which minimizes beam damage to 

the sample. Gallium (Ga) ion beam with a voltage of 30 kV, current of 7 nA and dwell time of 100 

ns was used to roughly mill down the cross-section of the deposited Li. After the rough milling, 

the cross-section is cleaned with ion beam at 1 nA. The SEM image of the cross-section was taken 

using Everhart-Thornley Detector (ETD) at 5 kV and 0.1 nA.  

3.2.6 Three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction of cryo-FIB-SEM images  

A series of cross-sectional SEM images were taken to reconstruct the 3D bulk structure of 

the deposited Li. First, a rough cross-sectional milling (30 kV, 7 nA) was done on the deposited 

Li. After that, the left and right sides of the cross-section were milled away to single out the region 

of interest (ROI, 14 µm×4 µm×4 µm). Two cross marks were then made by milling near the ROI, 
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one on the top left corner and another one on the left side cross-sectional wall, to serve as 

correctional landmarks for the automatic slicing and imaging. The ROI and the landmarks were 

selected in the Auto Slices & View G3 software (Thermo Fisher Scientific) which controls the 

automatic slicing and imaging. 40 slices (100 nm thick each) of the cross-section were acquired at 

30 kV and 0.5 nA and the SEM image of each slice was taken with ETD detector at 5 kV and 0.1 

nA. The 40 slices of cross-sectional images were then integrated in the Amira-Avizo software 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) to reconstruct the 3D bulk structure of the deposited lithium. The voids 

and Li volumes were also calculated using the Amira-Avizo software based on contrast difference. 

The electrode density was calculated based on the ratio of Li metal volume and electrode volume 

(sum of voids volume and Li metal volume).  

3.2.7 Cryogenic Transmission Electron Microscopy (Cryo-TEM)  

The Cryo-TEM sample was prepared by peeling the deposited Li under different pressure 

from Cu foils onto the TEM grid. Both samples at 75 kPa and 350 kPa were tested at current 

density of 2 mA/cm2 for plating Li for 5 minutes. TEM samples were slightly rinsed with DME to 

remove trace Li salts in Ar-filled the glovebox. Once dried, the samples were sealed in airtight 

bags and plunged directly into a bath of liquid nitrogen. The airtight bags were then cut and the 

TEM grids were immersed in liquid N2 immediately. Then the grids were mounted onto a TEM 

cryo-holder (Gatan) via a cryo-transfer station. In short, the whole TEM sample preparation and 

transfer process prevents any contact of Li metal with the air at room temperature. TEM 

characterizations were carried out on JEM-2100F at 200 kV. High resolution TEM (HRTEM) 

images were taken at a magnification of 500 kx with Gatan OneView Camera (full 4K × 4K 

resolution) when the temperature of samples reached about 100 K. Fast Fourier transform (FFT) 

patterns were analyzed using DigitalMicrograph software.  
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3.2.8 Titration Gas Chromatography (TGC) 

TGC method78 was used to quantify the amount of inactive metallic Li formed after cycling 

under different conditions. After the Li was plated and stripped under the desired condition, the 

Cu||Li cell was recovered from the split cell and the Cu foil with residual inactive Li together with 

the separator were put into a 30 mL bottle without washing. The bottle was then sealed with rubber 

stopper and metal wires to prevent the generated gas from leaking and minimize safety hazards. 

The internal pressure of the bottle was then adjusted to 1 atm by connecting the bottle and glovebox 

environment, whose internal pressure has been adjusted to 1 atm, with an open-ended syringe 

needle. After taking out the bottle from the glovebox, excessive amount (0.5 mL) of deionized (DI) 

water was injected into the bottle and the residual inactive metallic Li reacts with the DI water to 

form H2 gas. The as-generated gas was then well mixed by shaking and a gas-tight syringe was 

used to quickly take 30 µL of the gas from the sealed bottle. The gas was then injected into Nexis 

GC-2030 Gas Chromatograph (Shimadzu) for H2 measurement. A pre-established H2 calibration 

curve was used to calculate the mass of inactive metallic Li from the measured H2 peak area. With 

the conversion between mAh and mg of Li shown in the following, the percentage of inactive 

metallic Li formed after stripping in the total amount of the Li plated can be calculated.  

1 C = 1 A × s = 1000 mA × 1/3600 h = 1/3.6 mAh 

1 C = 6.25 × 1018 electrons = 1.038 × 10-5 mole of electrons 

Li+ + e- = Li 

1 mAh = 3.7368 × 10-5 mole of Li = 0.2594 mg of Li 

3.2.9 Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of Li deposition 

MD simulations were used to decipher the temporal evolution of Li deposition on Cu 

surface under applied uniaxial stacking pressures of 0 kPa and 350 kPa, respectively. The 
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Newton’s equations of motion were solved to obtain the temporal positions of Cu and Li atoms. 

The Cu substrate used in the simulations comprised 25,200 Cu atoms arranged in an fcc lattice 

structure with a domain of 12.77 nm (L) × 25.56 nm (W) × 1.3 nm (H).  

An initial energy minimization of Cu surface was performed with 0 and 10−8 eV Å−1 energy 

and force cut-off, respectively. The Li deposition was directed to the Cu surface at a deposition 

rate of 20 Li ps−1. The Li deposition was simulated in an isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble at 

300 K with a time step of 1 fs and a cut-off distance of 10 Å under a stipulated uniaxial stack 

pressure (0 kPa or 350 kPa). The Li-Li and Cu-Cu atomic interactions were simulated with the 

modified embedded atom method (MEAM) interatomic potentials99,100, whereas the Li-Cu 

interactions were modeled with the Lennard-Jones (L-J) 6-12 interatomic potentials with the 

following L-J potential parameters: 𝜀𝐶𝑢−𝐿𝑖= 0.047 eV and 𝜎𝐶𝑢−𝐿𝑖 = 2.182 Å. The Li-Cu parameters 

(𝜀𝐶𝑢−𝐿𝑖, 𝜎𝐶𝑢−𝐿𝑖) were obtained by the Lorentz-Berthelot arithmetic mixing rules:  

𝜀𝐶𝑢−𝐿𝑖 = √𝜀𝐶𝑢−𝐶𝑢𝜀𝐿𝑖−𝐿𝑖 

𝜎𝐶𝑢−𝐿𝑖 =
(𝜎𝐶𝑢−𝐶𝑢 + 𝜎𝐿𝑖−𝐿𝑖)

2
 

from the available L-J potential parameters for the pure Li99 and Cu100 atoms. Large-scale 

Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) MD simulation package 101 was used 

to perform all simulations, whereas the atomic scale trajectory information was visualized by using 

Open Visualization Tool (Ovito) 102.  

The Cu surface area occupied by Li was calculated by summation of the partial area 

covered by deposited Li within a stipulated distance (here, 1.5 × van der Waal’s radius of Li atom 

(1.82 Å) was used) on the Cu surface. The Li-Li pairwise distribution function (PDF) was 
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generated with a cut-off distance and bin size of 10 Å and 0.1 Å, respectively. The magnitude of 

the Li-Li PDF at 0 KPa was shifted downwards by a factor of 4.8 compared to that at 350 kPa. 

Such a difference should account for the empty space in the simulation box when the Li-Li PDF 

was generated. The surface Li solid mesh was constructed with a virtual probe sphere of radius 3 

Å where the virtual probe sphere was used to quantify the amount of Li volume that can be filled 

within the Li deposit. 

Finally, the implications of the MD simulations based on the computational Li deposition 

rate are also explained in comparison with the experimental Li deposition rate at 2 mA cm−2 to 

give a proper perspective and context of their relevance. To compare the two very different rates 

in the temporal progression, we use the mass/charge conservation as the basis to explain the 

relevance. In the MD simulations, a total of 19,031 Li atoms were deposited on the Cu surfaces 

with a total deposition area of 652.8 nm2 over 1 ns at 350 kPa. This deposition rate was equivalent 

to 2.92 × 1015 Li cm−2 ns−1 in the MD simulation. On the other hand, a total number of Li atoms 

deposited during experimental study at 2 mA cm−2 over 10 minutes is equivalent to 1.25 × 1016 Li 

cm−2 s−1. Therefore, based on the mass/charge conversation principle, the experimental Li 

deposition rate at 2 mA cm−2 for 10 minutes is equivalent to the computational deposition rate of 

20 Li ps−1 for 4.28 ns in the MD simulation. Thus, the overall morphological evolutions between 

the experimental observations and MD simulations should be relatively relevant. 
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Figure 3.4 Quantifying pressure effects on Li metal anode Coulombic efficiency and plating morphology. 

a) the pressure experiment set-up, and the configuration of Li-Cu cell. b) pressure vs. Coulombic efficiency 

(first cycle) under various current densities of 1, 1.5 and 2 mA/cm2, all plating for 4 mAh/cm2 and stripping 

to 1 V. At each testing condition, two cells were tested. The error bar represents the standard deviation of 

the average values of Coulombic efficiency. c) Optical image of deposited Li under high current density 

(2mA/cm2), high loading (4 mAh/cm2), and optimized pressure conditions (350 kPa). d-g) top view and h-

k) cross-section of Li deposited under various pressure at 2 mA/cm2 for 1 hour (2 mAh/cm2). l-o) cross-

section SEM images of Li deposits at 2 mA/cm2 for 10 min (0.333 mAh/cm2). The insets represent the 

schematic illustration of the deposited Li micromorphology under different stack pressures. d, h, l) at 70 

kPa (in blue frame); e, i, m) at 140 kPa (in green frame); f, j, n) at 210 kPa (in orange frame); g, k, o) at 350 

kPa (in red frame). p) electrode thickness, q) electrode porosity and r) normalized volume of pure deposited 

Li calculated from 3D cryo-FIB-SEM reconstruction. Scale bars in d-o) are 2 µm. Please note that the actual 

cross-section thickness should be divided by sin52o due to the FIB-SEM stage rotation. 
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3.3 Pressure effects on Li deposition 

 We used a customized split cell with a load cell (Fig. 3.4a) to precisely control the uniaxial 

stack pressure applied to the battery during cycling. The pressure was set as the on-set value for 

the electrochemical performance testing. Fig. 3.4b shows the first cycle CE of Li-Cu cells as a 

function of applied stack pressure under different current densities from 1, 1.5, to 2 mA/cm2, using 

ether-based bisalt electrolyte (4 M lithium bis(fluoro sulfonyl)imide (LiFSI) and 2 M lithium 

bis(trifluoromethane sulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI) in 1,2-dimethoxyethane (DME)) 57. At 0 kPa, the 

CE deceased from 92.5% at 1 mA/cm2 to 85.5% at 2 mA/cm2.  When the stack pressure is slightly 

increased to ~35 kPa, the CE increased for all current densities while the CE at 2 mA/cm2 jumped 

to 92%. At 350 kPa, the CE was boosted to 98%, 97% and 96% at 1, 1.5 and 2 mA/cm2, 

respectively. Increasing the stack pressure above 350 kPa does not further improve the CE, as 

higher pressure causes severe edge effect (Fig. 3.5) 103. Please note that the optimal pressure for 

different electrolytes and cell set-up may slightly differ from 350 kPa. Fig. 3.4c shows the 

electrochemically deposited Li at a high current density of 2 mA/cm2 for 4 mAh/cm2 exhibits a 

metallic silver color.  

  

Figure 3.5 The deposited Li morphology under 550 kPa. a) the cryo-FIB-SEM image; b) optical image of 

the plated Li showing squeezed out Li on the edge of electrode. 
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Figure 3.6 Li-Cu pouch cell performances under different stack pressures. a) Discharge capacity vs. cycle 

number. Cells under 70 kPa fail starting from ~73 cycles while almost doubled cycle life (116 -125 cycles) 

was observed under 350 kPa. b) Coulombic efficiency vs. cycle number. Average Coulombic efficiency 

was improved from ~98% to above 99% by increasing pressure from 70 kPa to 350 kPa. 

 

 

Figure 3.7 Top view a) and cross-section morphology b) of Li deposited under 0 kPa at 2 mA/cm2 for 1 

hour in the bisalt electrolyte at room temperature. 

. 

 

Li-Cu pouch cells were used to test the pressure effects on long-term cycling performances. 

Fig. 3.6a shows that a nearly doubled cycle life (116 -125 cycles) was achieved for the cells tested 
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under 350 kPa than those (~73 cycles) under 70 kPa, when setting the overpotential limit to – 0.5 

V within 30 minutes as the end-of-life condition. In addition, the average CE was improved from 

~98% to above 99% by increasing pressure from 70 kPa to 350 kPa, at a high current density of 4 

mA/cm2 at room temperature (Fig. 3.6b).  

 

Figure 3.8 Cryo-FIB-SEM images a-b) and EDS mapping c) of 4 mAh/cm2 of dense Li under 350 kPa at 

2 mA/cm2 in the bisalt electrolyte at room temperature. 

 

We then used cryo-FIB-SEM to examine the deposited Li morphology under four 

representative pressures: 0, 70, 140, 210 and 350 kPa. A high current density of 2 mA/cm2 was 

applied for the one-hour Li deposition (2 mAh/cm2) morphological study. At 0 kPa, highly porous 

and whisker-like Li deposits were formed even when using the ether-based electrolyte, as shown 

in Fig. 3.7a (top view) and 3.7b (cross-section). The Li deposits become notably close-packed 

with increased pressure from 70 kPa to 350 kPa (Fig. 3.4d-g). The cross-section evolution is even 

more noticeable. As shown in Fig. 3.4h-k, along with the increased stack pressure, the electrode 

thickness obviously decreased. Especially, the cross-section morphology at 350 kPa (Fig. 3.4k) 

shows that the Li deposits form perfect columnar structures with large granular diameter of ~4 µm, 

near-theoretical thickness (9.64 µm, 2 mAh/cm2) of ~10 µm and minimum electrode-level porosity, 

indicating that stack pressure can be used to precisely control the Li deposition morphology. 

Further increasing the deposition amount to 4 mAh/cm2, which is required for a practical high-
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energy battery, the dense, columnar morphology is well maintained (Fig. 3.8). We predicted in our 

previous study that the columnar Li deposits is ideal to improve the CE of Li metal by reducing 

the isolated metallic Li formation78. This study shows that the columnar Li deposits can be 

achieved by optimizing stack pressure.  

 

Figure 3.9 MD simulation and schematic illustration of pressure effects on Li nucleation and growth. a, b) 

the temporal evolution of Li deposition at 0 kPa a) and 350 kPa b) obtained with MD simulations. The 

cross-section of the Cu surface used for Li deposition is 25.56 × 12.77 nm2 with a deposition rate of 20 

Li/ps. Additional simulation details can be found in Methods and Supplementary Discussion. c, d) 

schematic illustration of atomic-level morphology of Li under no stack pressure c) and optimal stack 

pressure d) simulated by MD simulation. e) Li nucleation, initial growth and growth under no stack pressure. 

f) Li nucleation, initial growth and growth under optimal stack pressure. The green arrows indicate the Li 

growth direction. 

It is worth noting that the bottom section of the Li deposits turns from relatively porous at 

70 kPa (Fig. 3.4h) to completely dense at 350 kPa (Fig. 3.4k), though the top section of the Li 

deposits at the four different pressures are all dense, indicating the pressure effect plays an 

important role at the initial stage of Li nucleation and growth. With this assumption, we examined 
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the pressure effects on Li nucleation and initial growth stage with reduced Li deposition loading 

at 2 mA/cm2 for 0.33 mAh/cm2 under 70, 140, 210 and 350 kPa, respectively. As shown in Fig. 

3.4l-o, the as formed Li nuclei show similar morphology as the bottom part of the one-hour 

deposits shown in Fig. 3.4h-k.  

 

Figure 3.10 Cryo-FIM-SEM 3D reconstruction of deposited Li (grey) and voids (green) from cryo-FIB-

SEM image sequences, plating at a)70 kPa and at b) 350 kPa. 

 

We further used cryo-FIB 3D reconstruction to quantify the porosity and volume of Li 

deposits formed under 70 kPa and 350 kPa (Fig. 3.10). Ideally, the total deposited Li (0.333 

mAh/cm2) should exhibit a theoretical thickness of 1.620 µm with zero porosity. When plating at 

70 kPa and 350 kPa, the Li layer thickness is measured to be 3.677 µm and 1.697 µm, respectively 

(Fig. 3.4p); the porosity is calculated to be 43.57% and 0.51%, respectively (Fig. 3.4q). Based on 

these numbers, the pure deposited Li volumes at 70 kPa and 350 kPa are normalized as 1.107 and 

1.036, respectively, which exceed the theoretical value of 1 (Fig. 3.4r). The increased volume is 

ascribed to the porous electrode structure, where more Li deposits are exposed to liquid electrolyte 

and form SEI with large surface areas. Eliminating the porosity of Li deposits is essential to 

minimize the surface exposure to liquid electrolyte that causes extra parasitic reactions which 
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consume electrolyte and active Li. The similar cryo-FIB 3D reconstruction analysis was performed 

for Li deposits plated for 2 mAh/cm2 under 70 kPa and 350 kPa (Fig. 3.11). 

 

Figure 3.11 3D reconstruction of deposited Li (grey) and voids (green) from cryo-FIB-SEM image 

sequences, plating at a-c) 70 kPa and at d-f) 350 kPa. g) electrode thickness, h) electrode porosity and i) 

normalized volume of pure deposited Li calculated from 3D cryo-FIBSEM reconstruction. All plated at 2 

mA/cm2 for 1 hour. Compared to the initial plating stage after fully plating to 1 hour, the major change is 

that at 70 kPa, the electrode porosity reduces from 43.57% to 16.84%. This is because the top part of the 

deposited lithium becomes dense in the “fixed-gap” cell set-up where stack pressure gradually increases 

during the plating process. At 350 kPa, the electrode porosity remains almost unchanged from the initial 

stage to the fully plated stage, all showing very low porosity. This further supports the proposed lithium 

growth mechanism under optimized pressure (Fig. 3.9f). 

Based on the above pressure-tailored Li deposition, we explored the possibility to 

overcome the mass transport limitations at high rate and low temperature by applying stack 

pressure: at higher plating rate of 4 mA/cm2 and room temperature, the densely packed columnar 
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structure is still maintained under 350 kPa (Fig. 3.12). At 0°C, very dense Li deposition can be 

achieved at 2 mA/cm2 under increased stack pressure of 420 kPa (Fig. 3.13). These results indicate 

that applying an optimized stack pressure is a feasible way that could potentially enable the fast 

charging and low temperature operation for rechargeable Li metal batteries. 

 

Figure 3.12 Cross-section morphology of Li deposited under 350 kPa at 4 mA/cm2 for 2 mAh/cm2 at 

room temperature. 
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Figure 3.13 Cross-section morphology of Li deposited under various current densities and stack pressure 

for 2 mAh/cm2 at 0 ˚C. 
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Figure 3.14 MD simulations of the temporal evolution of Li deposition. a-d) at 0 kPa and e-h) at 350 kPa 

on a Cu current collector surface. The cross-section of the Cu surface is 25.56 × 12.77 nm2. A deposition 

rate of 20 Li/ps with a time step of 1 fs was used in the illustration. 

 

MD simulations were applied to reveal the pressure effects on early temporal evolution of 

Li deposition on Cu surface at nanoscale. The merit and appropriateness of using MD simulation 

to study this problem is in Supplementary Discussion in Supplementary Information. We 
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compared the scenarios under 0 kPa (Fig. 3.9a) and 350 kPa (Fig. 3.9b). At 0 kPa, the Li deposition 

began with randomly distributed Li nucleation sites (0.25 ns in simulation), evolved as isolated 

reefs (0.5 ns), grew in an uncontrolled fashion (0.75 ns), and led to a porous morphology with poor 

surface coverage, uneven thickness and poor interconnectivity (1 ns, see top view evolution in Fig. 

3.14). At 350 kPa, the Li nucleation (0.25ns) and the promoted connectivity of Li nucleation sites 

(0.5 ns) created a Li deposition with better homogeneity (0.75 ns) and densified layer (1 ns, see 

top view evolution in Fig. 3.14).  Better surface area coverage by Li deposits (Fig. 3.15a) and 

higher ordering of the Li deposit under stack pressure is also shown by the subtle differences in 

the short-range Li-Li pairwise distribution function (Fig. 3.15b). MD simulation reveals stack 

pressure plays an important role in the temporal evolution of the Li deposition by promoting the 

lateral Li deposition and densifying the individual Li particle through smoothing the surfaces and 

eliminating the voids at atomic scales (Fig. 3.9c and 3.9d).   

 

Figure 3.15 a) Comparison of fraction of a bare Cu surface covered by Li at 0 kPa and 350 kPa; b) 

Comparison of Li-Li pairwise distribution function at 0 kPa and 350 kPa. 

Such distinct Li growth behaviors and mechanisms are depicted in Fig. 3.9e-f. Without 

effective uniaxial stack pressure, Li deposit grows freely at the vertical direction, perpendicular to 

the current collectors (Fig. 3.9e). The kinetic regime governs the deposited Li stability and 

morphology, due to the lower diffusion activation barrier at room temperature104 and temporal 

freedom before reaching the favorable fcc-hollow sites on the Cu surface. Such free-growing Li 
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whiskers have been extensively observed in previous in-situ/operando studies105,106, where no 

stack pressure was present in their experimental set-up. Under the stack pressure, the nucleation 

and initial growth of the Li deposits adopt a lateral growth along the surface of the current collector 

(Fig. 3.9f), due to the free energy change induced by the compressive stress at the 

electrolyte/separator interface107.  He et al observed the lateral growth phenomenon using in-situ 

TEM with atomic force microscopy (AFM) applied constraint107. In our case, at the critical 

pressure when the resistance at the interface exceeds the surface energy of growing laterally, the 

Li deposits turn to initially grow laterally to fill the intergranular voids, followed by growing at 

the interface vertically due to the limitation of space laterally and thus form the columnar structure 

(Fig. 3.9f). In this way, Li deposits with densely packed columnar morphology can be achieved.  

 

Figure 3.16 Pressure effects on SEI properties by cryo-TEM. a-c) TEM images of Li deposited at 70 kPa. 

d-f) TEM images of Li deposited at 350 kPa. In c) and f), the circles in orange represent Li2O nanocrystals 

in the SEI; the lines in yellow represents crystalline Li metal; the lines in white separates the SEI region 

and the deposited Li metal region. The top fast Fourier transform (FFT) patterns correspond to the SEI 

regions, the bottom FFT patterns correspond to the deposited Li metal region. All Li deposited at 2 mA/cm2 

for 5 minutes.  
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Figure 3.17 Cryo-TEM images of deposited Li a, b) under 70 kPa, and c, d) under 350 kPa. 

 
3.4 Pressure effects on SEI properties 

 We then used cryo-TEM to investigate the pressure effects on the SEI structure and 

components. We comparatively studied the Li formed under 70 kPa and 350 kPa, plating at 2 

mA/cm2 for 5 minutes in the ether-based bisalt electrolyte. The Li deposits exhibit a whisker-like 

morphology at 70 kPa (Fig. 3.16a) and large granular morphology at 350 kPa (Fig. 3.16d), in 

accordance with the micro morphology observed by SEM in Fig. 3.4l and 3.4o. Under both stack 

pressure conditions, we observed the SEI structures and components are almost identical. Fig. 
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3.16b and 3.16e compare the nanostructure of the Li deposits under 70 kPa and 350 kPa at large 

scales. Further zooming in, as shown in Fig. 3.16c and 3.16f, the SEI thickness in both samples is 

20 - 25 nm, with polycrystalline Li2O embedded on amorphous matrix, showing a Mosaic-type 

structure. More representative locations for both samples are shown in Fig. 3.17. The cryo-TEM 

observation indicates the stack pressure has minimum effects on the SEI structures, components, 

and their distributions. It primarily affects the Li nucleation and growth processes. 

3.5 Pressure effects on Li stripping 

Pressure effects on Li stripping were systematically examined starting from the ideal 

columnar Li deposits formed at 2 mA/cm2 for 1 hour under 350 kPa (Fig. 3.18a-b). The stripping 

rate is 2 mA/cm2. When no pressure is applied during the striping, there are a lot of voids formed 

in between individual Li columns that causes liquid electrolyte to penetrate through the electrode 

(Fig. 3.18c). This facilitates the formation of inactive Li as the Li stripping occurs deep at the base 

of the columnar structure of the Li deposits. After fully stripping the Li to 1 V under no pressure, 

a significant amount of porous inactive Li remains on the current collector (Fig. 3.18d). The CE 

was only 87% with 12% of the deposited Li remained on the current collector in the form of 

isolated metallic Li measured by TGC (Fig. 3.18e), despite having started with fully dense Li 

deposits. When a stack pressure of 350 kPa was applied during stripping, Li dissolution was 

constrained to the top surface only (Fig. 3.18f), thus minimizing the exposed surface area and 

reducing the inactive Li formation, as the electrolyte cannot penetrate into the roots of the dense 

Li deposits. After fully stripping to 1 V, only 3% of the total capacity remains as the isolated 

metallic Li on the current collector surface (Fig. 3.18g), while the CE is significantly improved to 

96% (Fig. 3.18h). Noting that SEI only forms during the plating process, therefore, after stripping 

the quantified SEI amount (1%) in these two samples remain the same (Fig. 3.18e and 3.18h), as 
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they all plated at 350 kPa forming identical dense Li. The pressure effect on the stripping process 

for porous Li deposits also shows the same trend, as shown in Fig. 3.19. These results reveal that 

applying stack pressure during the stripping process helps to keep the electrode columnar structure 

integrity under large ion flux. It is essential to limit the Li stripping taking place only at the top 

surface to prevent inactive Li formation.   

 

 

Figure 3.18 Pressure effect on Li stripping process. a, b) cryo-FIB-SEM image and schematic illustration 

of columnar Li plated at 350 kPa. c-e) Li stripping at 0 kPa: c) cross-section morphology and schematic 

illustration of half-stripped Li; d) fully stripped Li; e) capacity usage analysis by TGC. f-h) Li stripping at 

350 kPa: f) cross-section morphology and schematic illustration of half-stripped Li; g) fully stripped Li; h) 

capacity usage analysis by TGC. i-r) Li reservoir effect study, plating and stripping under stack pressure of 

350 kPa: i-m) Li deposition morphology evolution using full-stripping protocol for 30 cycles. n-r) Li 

deposition morphology evolution using half-stripping protocol to retain Li reservoir for 30 cycles. All 

plating and stripping at 2 mA/cm2, plating for 1 hour, half stripping for 30 min, full stripping to 1V. 
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Figure 3.19 Pressure effect on stripping process, plating at 0 kPa. a) cryo-FIBSEM image of Li plated at 0 

kPa. b) Li stripping at 0 kPa, cross-section morphology of half stripped Li; c, d) fully stripped Li, cross-

section, and top view; e) capacity usage analysis by TGC. f) Li stripping at 350 kPa, cross-section 

morphology of half-stripped Li; g, h) fully stripped Li, cross-section, and top view; i) capacity usage 

analysis by TGC. All plating and stripping at 2mA/cm2, plating for 1 hour, half stripping for 30 minutes, 

full stripping to 1V. 

Though optimal pressure was applied, inactive Li formation is still noticeable after full 

stripping (Fig. 3.18i), due to the inevitable inhomogeneity of electrodeposited Li. When fresh Li 

is further deposited during the following cycle, the columnar structure is hardly maintained (Fig. 

3.18j), ascribing to the interference from the inactive Li residue formed in previous cycles. During 

extended cycles, more and more inactive Li keeps evolving, breaking the dense morphology (Fig. 

3.18k-m), and consuming electrolyte and fresh Li. Significantly, we found if the electrodeposited 

Li is not fully stripped in each cycle and is partially maintained as a Li reservoir (Fig. 3.18n), the 

dense, columnar morphology can be well preserved when Li is re-deposited into the reservoir 

during extended cycles (Fig. 3.18o-r). This process is enabled by following the lowest-energy Li 

diffusion pathway and refilling the existing SEI established during previous cycle. The 

electrodeposited Li reservoir serves as the re-nucleation sites. In this way, minimum electrolyte 

and fresh Li will be consumed by subsequent cycling. We further compared the re-plating Li 

morphology with 1/16, 1/8 and 1/4 of Li reservoir, and identified 1/4 reservoir is essential to 
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maintain the dense morphology (Fig. 3.20). This observation also well explains why a Li-reservoir 

testing protocol always results in higher CE36, and higher discharge cut-off voltage in a full cell 

leads to less inactive Li formation56. 

 

Figure 3.20 Investigating the essential Li reservoir amount for maintaining the dense columnar Li 

morphology during cycling. a) 1/16 reservoir, b) 1/8 reservoir, c) ¼ reservoir, d) voltage profiles the three 

conditions. Plating and stripping under 350 kPa, 2 mA/cm2. 

 

3.6 Conclusions 

In summary, we identified that the uniaxial stack pressure can be used as a powerful tuning 

knob to precisely tailor Li deposition morphology and dissolution geometry. Using multiscale 

characterization tools, we discovered that applying optimized stack pressure can fine tune Li 
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nucleation and growth direction towards dense deposition, staying away from the dendrite growth 

caused by mass transport limitations. We achieved the predicted ideal columnar Li deposit with 

minimal electrode porosity by optimizing the on-set stack pressure at 350 kPa. During the Li 

stripping process, pressure assures the close interfacing between the dense Li deposits and current 

collector to prevent the liquid electrolyte from penetrating into the root of the columnar structure, 

thus dramatically reducing the inactive Li formation. The electrochemically formed dense Li 

reservoir is the key to maintain the columnar structure reversibly upon extended cycling, greatly 

improving the cycle life. Such battery electrochemical behaviors under uniaxial stack pressure 

offer insights towards new design rules and new manufacturing process for practical Li metal 

batteries and other metal anodes.   

Chapter 3, in full, is a reprint of the material “Editors’ Choice—Methods—Pressure 

Control Apparatus for Lithium Metal Batteries” as it appears in the Journal of Electrochemical 

Society, Bingyu Lu, Wurigumula Bao, Weiliang Yao, Jean-Marie Doux, Chengcheng Fang and 

Ying Shirley Meng, 2022, 169, 070537, and “Pressure-tailored lithium deposition and dissolution 

in lithium metal batteries”, as it appears in the Nature Energy, Chengcheng Fang *, Bingyu Lu*, 

Gorakh Pawar , Minghao Zhang, Diyi Cheng, Shuru Chen, Miguel Ceja, Jean-Marie Doux , Henry 

Musrock, Mei Cai , Boryann Liaw  and Ying Shirley Meng, 2021, 6, 987–994. The dissertation 

author was the primary investigator and author of these two papers.  
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Chapter 4 Suppressing Chemical Corrosions of Lithium Metal Anodes 

4.1 Introduction 

With the growing demand of high performance electric vehicles and personal portable 

devices, lithium (Li) metal anode is crucial for developing high energy density rechargeable 

batteries (> 500 Wh/kg) due to its high specific capacity (3,860 mAh/g) and low electrochemical 

potential (–3.04 V versus the standard hydrogen electrode)3,6,59. Although extensive studies have 

been performed to overcome dendrite growth and low coulombic efficiency problems associated 

with the practical use of Li metal anode56,62,92, there is a lack of comprehensive understanding of 

the stability and storage properties of lithium metal anodes in liquid electrolytes, where corrosion 

plays a critical role36,37. Corrosion is a common chemical/electrochemical process that almost all 

metals will experience when exposed to an oxidating environment108,109. During the corrosion, the 

fresh metal surface will be oxidized, followed by the formation of its corresponding ionic species 

and the release of electrons110,111. The corrosion is usually accompanied by the generation of a 

passivating layer which blocks the transfer of the electrons and eventually stops the continuous 

oxidization of the metal38. Without the formation of this passivating layer, the corrosion of the 

metal will continue until the thermodynamic equilibrium is reached when electrochemical 

potential (μ) difference between the metal and the environment becomes zero112,113. In an 

electrochemical cell, the electrode materials are usually immersed in ion-conducting solvents, 

which will allow corrosions to take place114. Fortunately, in the traditional Li ion batteries (LIBs), 

a dense and passivating solid–electrolyte interphase (SEI) can be quickly formed during the first a 

few cycles115,116, thus preventing the following corrosion of the electrode materials, which enables 

a stable cycling and storage life for the LIBs.  
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Several works have shown that the galvanic (electrochemical) corrosion of Li metal will 

happen when the interface between Li metal and current collector is exposed to the liquid 

electrolyte33,39,40, where the exchange of charges will take place117. Kolesnikov A. and his co-

workers monitored the morphological change of the Li powders casted on the Cu substrate and 

discovered a continuous shrinkage of the Li near the Li||Cu interface, which was believed to be 

caused by the Galvanic corrosion between Li and Cu. However, this Li metal and current collector 

interface can be largely blocked from the electrolyte if a dense Li morphology is achieved during 

Li plating92. Therefore, more research work should be focusing on the chemical stability between 

Li metal and the liquid electrolytes. It is well known that because of the extremely low standard 

redox potential of Li (–3.04 V versus the standard hydrogen electrode), Li can immediately react 

with essentially any electrolyte upon contact118,119:  

n Li → n Li+ + n e- 

Electrolyte + n e- → SEI + soluble electrolyte decomposition products 

This simplified reaction pathway depicts the spontaneous chemical corrosion process between Li 

and the liquid electrolyte. The SEI layers formed during this process, which usually consist of 

Li2O, LiF, and other organic compounds, can quickly passivate the Li metal surface120. However, 

due to the inhomogeneity in the solubility and electronic conductivity of these SEI components41, 

the continuous decomposition of the electrolyte might still occur on the SEI surface, which is 

observed in the recent Cryo-STEM work done by Boyle D. T. and his colleagues34, leading to the 

further corrosion of the Li metal even after the formation of the initial passivating (SEI) layer. As 

a result of this continuous chemical corrosion, the corroded Li metal anode will suffer from a loss 

of active Li0 material, an increase of cell impedance, and eventually a poor cycling/storage life, 

which will cause the failure of the cell.  
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 The lifetime of a battery system depends on two key factors: 1) calendar life, the 

degradation over storage time and 2) cycle life, the degradation over charge-discharge cycles35. 

Despite the fact that tremendous amount of work has been done trying to extend the cycle life of 

Li metal batteries, few previous works have explicitly considered the key parameters in 

determining the calendar life of Li metal batteries, as well as the tradeoffs between the calendar 

life and cycle life. In the extreme case of primary Li battery, where calendar life is the more 

preferential factor than cycle life, many work has been done to protect the Li metal from degrading 

during storage by constructing a stable SEI layer for Li protection121. However, such artificial SEI 

can be easily destructed during cycling because of the large volume change of Li plating/stripping. 

Therefore, it is crucial that the reactivity of the Li is strictly controlled when designing a secondary 

battery system so that lifetime of it is not limited by neither the calendar life nor the cycle life. 

Thus, this work focuses on deciphering the key parameters in determining the rate of the chemical 

corrosion (chemical reactivity) of Li metal in the liquid electrolyte during the extended resting 

period and find ways to prolong the calendar life of the rechargeable Li metal batteries.  

Here, we thoroughly studied the storage properties of the Li metal anode in liquid 

electrolyte. It is demonstrated that the major source of Li metal mass loss during storage is from 

the chemical corrosion. To evaluate the chemical stability of Li metal in liquid electrolytes, using 

the Titration Gas Chromatography (TGC) method74, we quantify the corrosion trend of plated Li 

in four representative liquid electrolyte systems: high concentration ether based “Bisalt” 

electrolyte (4.7m LiFSI + 2.3m LiTFSI in DME)57, low concentration ether based “Nitrate” 

electrolyte (1M LiTFSI in DME:DOL with 2wt% LiNO3), carbonate based “Gen 2” electrolyte 

(1.2M LiPF6 in EC:EMC) and Localized High Concentration Electrolyte (LHCE, 

LiFSI:DME:TTE in molar ratio of 1:1.2:3)122. These four electrolytes are used in this work because 
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they represent the four most popular electrolyte systems studied in the field123. The morphological 

changes of the Li at different stages of corrosion are also recorded by Cryo-FIB/SEM124. It is found 

that the porosity of the plated Li has a significant effect on determining the corrosion rate of the 

Li in liquid electrolyte. By combining the TGC method and also the three-dimensional (3D) 

reconstruction of the plated Li by Cryo-FIB/SEM, the porosity of the plated Li is quantified and 

its corresponding corrosion rate in the liquid electrolyte is calculated. Finally, by using the 

advanced LHCE and optimized stacking pressure (350 kPa)125, a ultra-low porosity of Li is 

achieved. The resulting low porosity Li experiences only 0.8% loss of Li0 mass after 10 days of 

immersion in the liquid electrolyte. The fundamental correlation among Li metal porosity, SEI 

composition and the Li corrosion rate is revealed in this work. 

4.2 Method 

4.2.1 Electrolyte preparation  

Battery-grade lithium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide (LiFSI) was purchased from Oakwood 

Products, Inc.; Bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide lithium 99.95% (LiTFSI) was purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich. All salts were further dried at 120 °C under vacuum for 24 h before use; 1,2-

dimethoxyethane (DME) anhydrous, 99.5% was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich; 1,1,2,2-

tetrafluoroethyl-2,2,3,3-tetrafluoropropyl ether (TTE, 99%) was ordered from SynQuest 

Laboratories. Solvents were dried with molecular sieves before use. LiFSI–DME–TTE were 

mixed in a molar ratio of 1:1.2:3 to prepare the LHCE122. All procedures were performed in an 

argon gas filled glove box (<0.1 ppm O2, <0.1 ppm H2O). 

4.2.2 Li||Cu coin cells preparation  

Copper foil was punched into 1/2 inch diameter pieces (1.27 cm2) and immersed in 1.0 M 

HCl solution for 10 minutes. The Cu pieces were then rinsed with deionized water and acetone 
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and finally dried under vacuum. The washed Cu pieces was assembled in the coin cell as the 

working electrode while the Li metal (0.1 mm thick, China Energy Lithium Co., Ltd.) was the 

reference and counter electrode. Celgard 2325 separator was used as the separator and soaked in 

55 µL of electrolyte. All cell makings were performed in an argon gas filled glove box (<0.1 

ppm O2, <0.1 ppm H2O). 

4.2.3 Pressure controlled split cells 

A custom-made split cell that consists of two titanium plungers (1/2-inch diameter) and 

one polyether ether ketone (PEEK) die mold (1/2-inch inner diameter) is used for the pressure 

controlled Li plating. All parts used for the split cell were carefully machine polished so that the 

resistance between the titanium plunger and the inner wall of the PEEK die mold is at minimum 

while providing a good sealing for the electrochemical cell inside. Cu pieces used in the cells 

were cleaning in the same way as described in the previous section. The Cu||Li cells were made 

by sandwiching the Li metal foil (7 mm diameter, 50 µm thick, China Energy Lithium Co., Ltd.), 

Celgard 2325 separator (1/2 inch diameter) and the cleaned Cu foil between the two titanium 

plungers inside the PEEK die mold. Only minimum amount of electrolyte (~5 µL) was added to 

the Cu||Li cells to wet the separator. After the assembly, the split cell and the load cell were put 

into the cell holder, which provided the uniaxial stacking pressure. The uniaxial stacking 

pressure was adjusted by the three screws on the cell holder. The screws were carefully adjusted 

to apply the desired stacking pressure to the split cell while keeping both the split cell and the 

load cell in vertical position. The cell was tested inside the glovebox using Landt CT2001A 

battery cycler (Wuhan, China). Various current densities and stacking pressure were applied to 

conduct the study as indicated in the main text. 
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4.2.4 Li metal corrosion 

The corrosion of Li metal was conducted in two ways. 1) For Li deposited in Li||Cu coin 

cells, after the electrochemical testing, the coin cells were taken off from the cycler and sealed in 

a plastic bag to avoid any external electric circuit. After the desired resting time, the coin cells 

were dissembled in an Ar-filled glovebox and prepared for postmortem characterizations. 2) For 

Li deposited in split cells, after the electrochemical testing, the split cells were dissembled and 

deposited Li was immersed in flooded electrolyte and kept in an Ar-filled glovebox. After the 

desired resting time, the deposited Li was recovered from the electrolyte and prepared for 

postmortem characterizations. 

4.2.5 Cryogenic Focused Ion Beam- Scanning electron Microscopy (Cryo-FIB/SEM)  

The copper foil with deposited Li was recovered from the split cell and then washed with 

DME to remove the residual electrolyte in the Ar-filled glovebox. The sample was mounted on a 

SEM stub (Ted Pella) in the glovebox, then transferred to a FEI Scios DualBeam FIB/SEM 

system with an Air-tight transfer holder to minimize air exposure124. Liquid N2 was used to 

cooled down the sample stage to -180˚C to create a cryogenic environment which helps 

minimize beam damage to the sample. Gallium ion beam with a voltage of 30 kV, current of 7 

nA and dwell time of 100 ns was used to roughly mill down the cross-section of the deposited 

lithium. After the rough milling, the cross-section is cleaned with ion beam at 1 nA. The SEM 

image of the cross-section was taken using Everhart-Thornley Detector (ETD) at 5 kV and 0.1 

nA. A series of cross-sectional SEM images were taken to reconstruct the three-dimensional 

(3D) bulk structure of the deposited lithium. First, a rough cross-sectional milling (30 kV, 7 nA) 

was done on the deposited Lithium. After that, the left and right sides of the cross-section were 

milled away to single out the region of interest (ROI). Two cross marks were then made by 
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milling near the ROI, one on the top left corner and another one on the left side cross-sectional 

wall, to serve as correctional landmarks for the automatic slicing and imaging. The ROI and the 

landmarks were selected in the Auto Slices & View G3 software (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 

which controls the automatic slicing and imaging. 40 slices (100 nm thick each) of the cross-

section were acquired at 30 kV and 0.5 nA and the SEM image of each slice was taken with ETD 

detector at 5 kV and 0.1 nA. The 40 slices of cross-sectional images were then integrated in the 

Amira-Avizo software (Thermo Fisher Scientific) to reconstruct the 3D bulk structure of the 

deposited lithium. The voids and lithium volumes were also calculated using the Amira-Avizo 

software. 

4.2.6 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)  

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed using a Kratos AXIS Supra. All 

samples were dried under vacuum without washing.  During sample transfer, the sample was 

sealed in an air-tight container without air exposure. An Al anode source at 15 kV with a 10-8 

Torr vacuum level was applied for measurement. The step size for Survey scans was 1.0 eV, 

followed by high-resolution scans with a step size of 0.1 eV. C 1s peak at 284.6 eV was used for 

calibration. The etching condition used was Ar+ mono mode, 5 keV voltage. 

4.2.7 Titration Gas Chromatography (TGC) 

TGC method74 was used to quantify the amount of inactive metallic lithium formed after 

resting in the liquid electrolytes for certain periods of time. After the resting, the Cu foil substrate 

together with the residue Li was collected and was put into a 30 mL bottle without washing. The 

bottle was then sealed with rubber stopper and metal wires to prevent the generated gas from 

leaking and minimize safety hazards. The internal pressure of the bottle was then adjusted to 1 

atm by connecting the bottle and glovebox environment, whose internal pressure has been 
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adjusted to 1atm, with an open-ended syringe needle. After taking out the bottle from the 

glovebox, excessive amount (0.5 mL) of deionized (DI) water was injected into the bottle and the 

residual inactive metallic lithium reacts with the DI water to form H2 gas. The as-generated gas 

was then well mixed by shaking and a gas-tight syringe was used to quickly take 30 µL of the 

gas from the sealed bottle. The gas was then injected into Nexis GC-2030 Gas Chromatograph 

(Shimadzu) for H2 measurement. A pre-established H2 calibration curve was used to calculate the 

mass of inactive metallic lithium from the measured H2 peak area. With the conversion between 

mAh and mg of Li shown in the following, the percentage of inactive metallic lithium formed 

after stripping in the total amount of the lithium plated can be calculated.  

1 C = 1 A × s = 1000 mA × 1/3600 h = 1/3.6 mAh 

1 C = 6.25 × 1018 electrons = 1.038 × 10-5 mole of electrons 

Li+ + e- = Li 

1 mAh = 3.7368 × 10-5 mole of Li = 0.2594 mg of Li 

The normalized corrosion rate is calculated as the following: 

Normalized corrosion rate (µg/day) = 

mass loss from the previous measure point (µg)/ time interval from the previous measure point 

(day) 

At least three cells are tested for each measure point by TGC. 

 

4.3 Quantifying Li metal corrosion rates in liquid electrolytes by TGC 

First, 0.318 mAh of Li is plated onto a 1.27 cm2 of Copper (Cu) substrate at a rate of 0.5 

mA/cm2 in a coin cell setup with 55 µL of Bisalt, Nitrate and Gen 2 electrolyte. A relatively thin 
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layer of Li (1.2 µm theoretical thickness) is used to accommodate the calibrated range of the TGC 

method for high accuracy Li metal quantification. After plating, the deposited Li metal with the 

Cu substrate is kept in coin cell with the corresponding electrolytes with the open circuit condition 

(without linked to a cycler). After a certain period of storage time, the cells are disassembled and 

TGC method is used to quantify the mass of metallic Li0 remained on the Cu substrate (Fig. 1a). 

The Li mass retention (%) as a function of storage time is shown in Fig. 1b, 1f and 1j. For Li 

plated in all three electrolytes, there is a sudden drop of Li0 mass in the first 24 hours of resting 

(Fig. 1c, 1g and 1k). A similar trend is also found by Boyle D. T. and his colleagues in their recent 

work34, where a fast drop of second cycle coulombic efficiency (CE) is observed after 24 hours of 

cell resting. After that, the corrosion rates of Li plated in Bisalt and Nitrate electrolytes relatively 

slow down, which fluctuate at around 0.5 µg/day during 5 weeks of resting. However, a more 

drastic loss of Li0 mass is observed in the Gen 2 electrolyte. The continuous corrosion of Li causes 

a 60.8% loss of Li0 mass after 5 weeks of resting, especially after 2 weeks of resting when a sudden 

increase of corrosion rate is observed (Fig. 1j).  
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Figure 4.1 The trends of Li metal corrosion in liquid electrolytes. (a) the quantification of Li corrosion by 

the TGC method. (b-e) The trend of Li metal corrosion in high concentration ether based “Bisalt” electrolyte: 

(b) the Li mass retention (%) and (c) the normalized corrosion rate of Li (µg/day) as a function of resting 

time; The SEM images of the Li morphology (d) before and (e) after 5 weeks of resting. (f-i) The trend of 

Li metal corrosion in ether solvent based “Nitrate” electrolyte: (f) the Li mass retention (%) and (g) the 

normalized corrosion rate of Li (µg/day) as a function of resting time; The SEM images of the Li 

morphology (h) before and (i) after 5 weeks of resting. (j-m) The trend of Li metal corrosion in carbonate 

solvent based “Gen 2” electrolyte: (j) the Li mass retention (%) and (k) the normalized corrosion rate of Li 

(µg/day) as a function of resting time; The SEM images of the Li morphology (l) before and (m) after 5 

weeks of resting. Total amount of 0.318 mAh of Li is plated at a rate of 0.5 mAh/cm2 with 55 µL of 

electrolyte amount in all samples. The scale bars represent 5 µm. 

The morphological study by Cryo-FIB/SEM further confirmed the corrosion trend obtained 

by TGC. The Li morphology in Bisalt and Nitrate electrolyte does not experience a significant 

change before and after 5 weeks of resting in open circuit (Fig 4.1d-e and 4.1h-i). The Li retains 

mostly its granular shape even after the resting period, although there is a decrease of Li thickness 
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in both cases, which corresponds to the loss of Li0 mass. As expected, a sharp change in the 

morphology of Li plated in the Gen 2 electrolyte is observed by Cryo-FIB/SEM (Fig. 4.1l-m). The 

freshly deposited Li in Gen 2 electrolyte exhibits a whisker-like morphology, while the corroded 

Li shows a porous and powder-like morphology. There is also a substantial decrease of Li thickness 

from 2.93 µm to 1.02 µm, which again agrees with the loss of Li0 mass quantified by TGC. The 

three different electrolyte systems, Bisalt, Nitrate and Gen 2, show two drastically different 

corrosion trends: Bisalt and Nitrate electrolytes show a fast corrosion rate during the first 24 hours, 

but stabilizes quickly afterward, while Gen 2 shows a continuous corrosion rate throughout the 5 

weeks of resting period. A similar corrosion trend study is also done for commercial ultra-thin (50 

µm) Li foils (Fig. 4.2). It is found that the 50 µm Li foil without Cu substrate lost more active Li0 

mass after one week of immersion than that of the one with Cu substrate, because it has more 

contact surface area with the electrolyte, further confirming the hypothesis that once the Li||Cu 

interface is blocked from the electrolyte, the chemical corrosion will not take place in an extensive 

rate. Whereas in the case of electrochemically deposited Li, since the electrolyte systems tested so 

far are based on fundamentally different chemistries, the resulted Li might have different SEI 

components and porosity. Therefore, there might be two possible reasons for the difference in the 

corrosion trends from the three electrolyte systems: 1) Li metal surface chemistry (SEI); 2) Li 

metal porosity.  
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Figure 4.2 The effect of Cu substrate on the Li corrosion rate. (a) schematics of the corrosion test of the 

pristine Li foil; (b) the quantification results of Li foil before and after immersion in Gen 2 electrolyte 

(1M LiPF6 in EC:EMC) after one week. Two types of 50 µm thin Li foil, with and without Cu substrate, 

were punched into 4mm pieces. The punched thin Li foils were then immersed in Gen 2 for one week 

before taking TGC measurement. It was shown that the Li foil without Cu substrate lost more active Li0 

mass after one week of resting, because it has more contact surface area with the electrolyte.  

 To elucidate either surface chemistry or porosity dominates the corrosion rate resulting 

from the three electrolyte systems, X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) with depth profiling 

is performed on the freshly deposited and corroded Li metal to verify the interphases chemical 

information (Fig. 4.3). We identified that the fresh SEI components in all three electrolyte systems 

are almost identical. In both Bisalt and Nitrate samples, the change of C-F implies the presence of 

Li salt (LiTFSI and LiFSI) on the surface of the Li, which can be confirmed by 533 eV peak in O 

1s and (C-F at 293 eV and C-S=O at 289 eV) eV peaks in C 1s as well. Other than the Li salts, Li-

F, Li2O and typical organic species such as C-O/C=O/ROLi can be well located, which is 

consistent with previous literature results74,122 Fig. 4.3c demonstrates the results from Gen 2 

sample, which is quite like the Bisalt samples considering the major components include Li-F, 

Li2O and typical organic species in the freshly deposited samples. After 3 weeks of resting, in the 
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Bisalt samples, there is an accumulation of Li salt in the surface of the Li, while other SEI 

components still preserve well in the surface layers. Similar to the Bisalt case, SEI components in 

the Nitrate sample also preserve well after 3 weeks of resting. However, in the Gen 2 case, the 

Li2O content mostly disappears after 3 weeks of resting. The surface layers mainly consist of LiF 

after the corrosion. The results of Gen 2 samples show that the SEI layers have undergone a 

significant change during the resting period (highlighted by blue and violet hades), which 

correspond to the corrosion trend of the Li deposited in Gen 2 where a fast corrosion rate is 

observed throughout the 5 weeks of resting (Fig. 4.1j). Based on the results so far, it can be 

observed that in the case of Bisalt and Nitrate electrolytes, where ether-based solvents are used, 

the SEI components are much more stable than that of the Gen 2 electrolyte. Although XPS depth 

profiling can provide us valuable information about the SEI components evolution during the 

corrosion period, the exact SEI structure of the Li deposited from each electrolyte remains unclear. 

Furthermore, the deconvoluted inorganic SEI components generated in the three electrolyte 

systems are mostly Li2O, LiF, Li2CO3. There is no big difference in the inorganic parts of the SEI 

layers among the three electrolytes. The reason for the high stability of SEI layers generated in the 

ether-based electrolyte might be the organic parts in the SEI layers (Fig. 4.4). More work should 

be done to carefully examine the nano-structure and the organic components of the Li SEI, which 

might be the key in determining the stability of the SEI layers. The importance of a stable SEI 

layer also reflected in the slow corrosion trend in the Bisalt and Nitrate samples. Therefore, we 

believe that the SEI layers need to be strong enough to survive the corrosion process to mitigate 

the continuous mass loss of Li in liquid electrolyte. 
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Figure 4.3 The XPS depth profiling of deposited Li metal. Chemical evolution of F 1s, O 1s, C 1s, and Li 

1s of (a) Bisalt electrolyte and (b) Nitrate electrolyte (c) Gen 2 electrolyte before and after 3 weeks of 

resting in its corresponding electrolyte. 
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Figure 4.4 Quantified elemental ratios of SEI components at different etching times for Li metal in Bisalt 

after (a) freshly deposited and (b) after 3 weeks of resting, in Nitrate after (c) freshly deposited and (d) 3 

weeks of resting, in Gen 2 after (e) freshly deposited and (f) 3 weeks of resting, and in LHCE after (g) 

freshly deposited and (h) 3 weeks of resting.  
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4.4 Effect of porosity on the Li corrosion rate 

Our previous work has shown stacking pressure could effectively control the porosity of 

deposited Li125. To investigate the effects of Li porosity on the corrosion rate, a split cell together 

with a pressure sensor is used for controlling the stacking pressure during Li plating (Fig. 4.5a), 

which can help us to obtain deposited Li with different porosities. Similar to the previous case, 

0.318 mAh of Li is plated onto Cu substrate at a rate of 0.5 mAh/cm2 in Gen 2 electrolyte. However, 

the electrode size is changed from 1.27 cm2 to 0.385 cm2 to accommodate the smaller size of the 

split cell. Two different stacking pressures, coin cell pressure (150 kPa) and optimized Li plating 

pressure (350 kPa), are applied during the Li plating process. The plated Li with the Cu substrate 

is recovered from the split cell and immersed in flooded electrolyte (~1mL) for corrosion study. 

Fig. 4.5b shows the Li0 mass retention (%) of the Li plated under two pressures. The lower porosity 

of the Li plated under 350 kPa helps to suppress the Li corrosion rate. The metallic Li0 lost about 

18% of its original mass as a contrast to 29.2% in the case of coin cell pressure. When comparing 

the improved Li corrosion trend to that of Li plated in Bisalt electrolyte under coin cell pressure, 

it is found that the two corrosion trends are similar (Fig. 4.5c), meaning that with the optimized 

stacking pressure applied during Li plating, the resulting low porosity Li can have a limited 

corrosion rate even in conventional carbonate electrolyte. The cryo-FIB/SEM images also 

illustrated the morphological change of the Li plated under different pressures before and after 

corrosion. From the top-view and cross-sectional images of the Li plated under coin cell pressure, 

the resulting Li is in whisker-like morphology (Fig. 4.5d and 4.5h). However, just after 7 days of 

immersion in Gen 2 electrolyte, there is a noticeable shrinkage in both the plated Li's thickness 

and the diameter of whiskers. On the contrary, the morphology of Li plated under 350 kPa pressure 

did not show a significant change. The Li retained its dense morphology after 7 days of immersion, 
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especially in the cross-section. The only noticeable change happens on the top surface of the dense 

Li where some flower-like materials begin to form on the surface. The effect of porosity on 

corrosion rate for low concentration ether-based electrolyte (LCE,1M LiTFSI in DME:DOL) is 

also conducted (Fig. 4.6). A similar fast corrosion trend of the Li plated in the Gen 2 (Fig. 4.6a, 

4.6c) is also observed in the Li plated in the LCE, where porous Li whiskers are grown (Fig. 4.6b, 

4.6d). With the results so far, it can be seen that the Li corrosion only takes place at the interface 

between Li and the electrolyte. Even when Li is deposited in the ether-based electrolyte (LCE), 

which is believed to generate more stable SEI, because of the high porosity of the deposited Li, 

the corrosion rate of Li in LCE is considerably higher than that of the Bisalt and Nitrate electrolytes. 

Therefore, the porosity of the plated Li should play a major role in controlling the corrosion rate 

of Li.  

To validate if the Li electrode porosity is the dominating factor of corrosion rate, we 

selectively deposited Li in Gen 2 electrolyte, with a range of stacking pressure applied during Li 

plating to plate Li with different porosities. Cryo-FIB/SEM is used to obtain the 3D reconstruction 

of the plated Li and calculate its porosity (Fig. 4.5l-o). The as-plated Li is then immersed into the 

Gen 2 electrolyte and rest for three weeks. The Li0 mass loss is used for calculating the corrosion 

rate of the Li using the following equation113:  

 

 

where Δm is the change in mass, 𝐴s is the electrode area, and T is the corrosion time. The 

detailed calculated parameters are listed in Table 4.1 in the supporting information. As shown in 

Fig. 4.5p, the calculated Li corrosion rate directly correlates with the plated Li's porosity. The 

𝑅 =
𝛥𝑚

𝐴𝑠𝑇
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results further validated our hypothesis that the porosity of the plated Li is the major factor in 

determining the Li corrosion rate. 

 
Figure 4.5 The effect of morphology control on limiting the corrosion of Li in liquid electrolyte. a) 

Schematics of stacking pressure control set up. (b) Trend of Li0 mass retention (%) of Li plated under 2 

different stacking pressure (coin cell pressure and 350 kPa pressure) in Gen 2 electrolyte. (c) The 

comparison between Li0 mass retentions (%) of Li plated in Gen 2 electrolyte with 350 kPa and in Bisalt 

electrolyte in coin cell. (d-k) The top-view and cross-sectional SEM images of the deposited Li metal in 

Gen 2 electrolyte: under coin cell pressure after (d, h) freshly deposited, (e, i) after 7 days of resting and 

under 350 kPa pressure after (f, j) freshly deposited, (g, k) after 7 days of resting. The 3D reconstruction of 

deposited Li metal plated under different stacking pressures resulting in different Li porosities: (l) 50 kPa 

and 43.57% porosity; (m) 150 kPa and 36.90% porosity; (n) 250 kPa and 8.61% porosity and (o) 350 kPa 

and 0.51% porosity. The Li metal corrosion rate as a function of Li porosity: (p) The Li metal corrosion 

rate and its correlation with the porosity of the freshly deposited Li. All Li is plated in Gen 2 electrolyte. 

Total amount of 0.318 mAh of Li is plated at a rate of 0.5 mA/cm2 for all samples. 
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Figure 4.6 The effect of surface area on corrosion rate. The top-view SEM images of plated Li in (a) Gen 

2 electrolyte; (b) 1M LiTFSI in DME:DOL; The Li0 mass retention (%) as a function of resting time in (c) 

Gen 2 electrolyte; (d) 1M LiTFSI in DME:DOL; Total amount of 0.318mAh of Li is plated at a rate of 

0.5mAh/cm2 in all samples. 

 

Figure 4.7 Trend of Li0 mass retention (%) of Li deposited in Gen 2 and LHCE at various temperatures. 
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Table 4.1 The detailed quantification of Li0 mass loss and its corresponding corrosion rate. 

 

 

Figure 4.8 The XPS depth profiling of F 1s, O 1s, C 1s, and Li 1s of Li deposited in LHCE before and 

after 3 weeks of resting. 

 

4.5 Suppressing Li metal corrosion: advanced electrolyte and optimal stack pressure  

With the results so far, it can be concluded that the controlling interface between Li and 

electrolyte is the key in suppressing the chemical corrosion of Li in liquid electrolytes: the contact 

area needs to be minimized while maintaining a robust SEI layer. To further demonstrate the 

feasibility of limiting the Li corrosion by controlling the porosity of Li, a novel electrolyte system, 

the localized high concentration electrolyte (LHCE)122, with LiFSI:DME:TTE in a molar ratio of 

1:1.2:3 is used to plate Li under different stacking pressures. By applying the optimized stacking 

pressure of 350 kPa during Li plating, ultra-low porosity was achieved for deposited Li, which 

results in less than 0.8% of metallic Li loss after 10 days of resting in LHCE electrolyte (Fig. 4.9a). 

The corrosion of the metallic Li is significantly mitigated by minimizing the contact area between 

Sample Porosity Mass loss 

(After 3 weeks) 

Corrosion rate 

(g/cm2/day) 

High porosity (Coin cell) 43.57% 2.49*10-5 g 3.08*10-6 

Medium porosity (150 KPa) 36.90% 2.30*10-5 g 2.85*10-6 

Low porosity (250 KPa) 8.61% 1.27*10-5 g 1.57*10-6 

Dense (350 KPa) 0.51% 0.81*10-5 g 1.00*10-6 
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Li and electrolyte. As shown in Fig. 4.9b and 4.9c, the dense Li morphology is well retained even 

after 21 days of immersion in the LHCE electrolyte. In addition to the dense morphology, the SEI 

layers of the Li deposited in LHCE is also quite stable. After three weeks of resting, there is no 

observable changes in the SEI components (Fig. 4.8). Even at elevated temperature of 40℃, the 

corrosion rate of Li is lower than that of Gen 2 electrolyte (Fig. 4.7). However, when the resting 

ambient temperature is raised to 55℃, a fast corrosion rate is observed for LHCE (Fig. 4.7). More 

work needs to be conducted to find out ways to mitigate the corrosion of Li metal at elevated 

temperatures.  

Overall, the strategies of suppressing the Li corrosion in liquid electrolytes should focus 

on three parts. First and most importantly, an optimized stacking pressure should be applied during 

Li plating to achieve a dense and uniform Li morphology. Since the corrosion of Li requires contact 

with the liquid electrolyte, by limiting the surface area (porosity) of the plated Li, the corrosion 

rate of Li during resting period can be effectively mitigated. Second, a dense and stable interface 

should be constructed during plating, which can be achieved mainly by using an advanced 

electrolyte system such as LHCE. A stable interface can further block the charge exchange 

between Li and the liquid electrolyte, thus limiting the corrosion of the plated Li. Lastly, more 

work should be done to design a dense but flexible surface coating that can be tightly applied on 

Li surface and retain its structural integrity during cycling126, and possibly further mitigate the 

corrosion of Li metal at elevated temperatures. In this way, the total blockage of charge transfer 

between Li and liquid electrolyte can be achieved throughout the resting period, and the corrosion 

of Li metal can be further mitigated.  
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Figure 4.9 Controlling the corrosion of Li metal in liquid electrolytes. (a) Trend of Li0 mass retention (%) 

of Li deposited in Gen 2 and LHCE (LiFSI:DME:TTE in molar ratio of 1:1.2:3) under coin cell and 350 

kPa pressure. Cross-sectional images of Li plated in LHCE under 350 kPa pressure (b) after freshly 

deposited and (c) after 21 days of resting. (d) Schematics of possible ways to suppress the Li metal corrosion 

in liquid electrolyte. Total amount of 0.318 mAh of Li is plated at a rate of 0.5 mA/cm2 in all samples. The 

schematics of the relationship between the Li morphology and its corrosion trend. The high porosity Li 

whiskers plated in coin cell setup will have a high contact surface area with the liquid electrolyte, inducing 

continuous chemical corrosion of Li. The low porosity Li plated under optimized stacking pressure has only 

a 2D contact surface area with the liquid electrolyte, which largely limits the chemical corrosion of Li in 

the liquid electrolyte. 
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4.6 Conclusion  

We systematically studied the corrosion rate of Li in liquid electrolytes regarding: 1) Li 

surface chemistry; and 2) Plated Li porosity. For the Li surface chemistry, it was found that the 

major SEI components mainly consist of LiF, Li2O, and organic Li containing species for plated 

Li in both ether and carbonated based electrolytes. The plated Li with a well-controlled porosity 

shows drastically decreased corrosion rate even in Gen 2 electrolyte, illustrating that the most 

crucial parameter in determining the corrosion rate of Li is the contact surface area between Li and 

liquid electrolyte, which is the porosity of the Li. By using advanced electrolyte (LHCE) and 

optimized stacking pressure (350 kPa) for Li deposition, the ultra-low porosity Li is plated, which 

only has a 2D contact surface area with the liquid electrolyte. The low contact surface area helped 

the dense Li to stabilize in the liquid electrolyte and the Li loses only about 0.8% of its active mass 

after 10 days of immersion in liquid electrolyte. The work here has shown that by controlling the 

contact area between Li and liquid electrolyte can help to effectively suppress the corrosion of Li.  

Chapter 4, in full, is a reprint of the material “Suppressing Chemical Corrosions of Lithium 

Metal Anodes” as it appears in the Advanced Energy Materials, Bingyu Lu, Weikang Li, Diyi 

Cheng, Bhargav Bhamwala, Miguel Ceja, Wurigumula Bao, Chengcheng Fang, Ying Shirley 

Meng, 2022, 2202012. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of this 

paper. The author wrote the paper. 
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Chapter 5. Key Parameters in Determining the Reactivity of Lithium Metal Battery 

5.1 Introduction 

With the rapid growth in the demand of high performance electric vehicles and personal 

portable devices, lithium (Li) metal has been a popular candidate as the anode material for 

developing high energy density rechargeable batteries (> 500 Wh/kg) due to its high specific 

capacity (3,860 mAh/g) and low electrochemical potential (–3.04 V versus the standard hydrogen 

electrode)3,6,59. Although extensive studies have been performed to prolong the cycle life of Li 

metal anode56,62,92, the potential safety hazard brought by metallic Li in the high energy density 

batteries is still one of the biggest obstacles before its commercialization with large-scale127. The 

first attempt to commercialize Li metal cells in the 1980s ended up as a failure when multiple cases 

of cells catching on fire were reported128. Since then, the safety concerns of using Li metal as the 

anode material for high energy cells have never ceased129. 

The safety hazards at cell level is determined by the reactivity of each cell component and the 

interplay among them130. As for commercial Li-ion battery, there has been tremendous work 

studying the key factors in determining the reactivity of Li-Gr42–44. By utilizing accelerating rate 

calorimetry (ARC) and X-ray diffraction (XRD), Dahn et al discovered that the lithiated Graphite 

(Li0.81C6) starts to decompose with electrolyte at temperatures as low as 90℃45. In situ synchrotron 

XRD and mass spectrometry (MS) were applied by Amine et al to study the role of robust SEI in 

protecting lithiated graphite from thermal decomposition. Based on the current literature, it can be 

concluded that the lithiated graphite (Li-Gr) at material level is far from a safe and stable material, 

but can be implemented in state-of-the-art battery packs with proper engineering and 

optimizations46–48. As a highly reactive alkali metal, Li has always been considered unsafe for 

practical battery operations131,132. Various attempts have been made to design a safe rechargeable 
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Li metal cell. Novel electrolyte with non-flammable solvents is one of the most effective ways to 

prevent the cell from catching on fire49–51. Fire-retarding localized high concentration electrolytes 

(LHCEs) have also been developed using non-flammable solvents or diluents, such as trimethyl 

phosphate or 2,2,2-trifluoroethyl-1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroethyl ether (HFE)52,53. Recently, Yin and his 

colleagues developed a new type of liquefied gas electrolyte with fire extinguishing merit51. With 

the development of electrolyte, the Li metal anode is marching towards a commercial reality with 

safe operation.  

Although these works have been done focusing on preventing cells from catching on fire, it 

is still unclear how reactive Li metal is in nature, not to mention a direct comparison with other 

anode materials under similar state of charge. It is commonly believed that the pristine Graphite 

and Si are much safer than Li metal when assembled in a cell. However, in practical applications, 

the battery is mainly in the charge state in which the anode is lithiated, and its chemical stability 

is reduced significantly. Therefore, the reactivity of Li metal should be compared with that of Li-

Gr and Li-Si, instead of the pristine ones. More work needs to be done to identify the key 

parameters in controlling the reactivity of Li metal in a battery system and provide designing 

principles for safe Li metal battery (LMB). There are multiple ways to define the metal reactivity 

under different cirtumstances.55 For instance, a metal is considered highly reactive when 1) it 

causes large negative enthalpy of formation, ∆Hf, during a oxidation reaction, or 2) requires small 

sublimation energy and ionization energy during oxidation or hydration55. Since the anode at 

charged state is full of electrons to be released, which can also react with water and oxygen 

violently56, it is important to quantitatively compare the reactivity of different anode materials in 

a well-controlled cell system. 
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Figure 5.1 The schematics of the sample preparation and experimental process. 

Here, we quantitatively compare the reactivity of Li-Gr, Li-Si, and plated Li metal (plated-

Li) in two different electrolytes by utilizing the differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) coupled 

with in situ Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). We further explored the effect of Li 

morphology on the reactivity by precisely tuning the external stack pressure during the plating 

process. It was found that the thermal response of plated-Li metal in a well-designed system can 

be on the same magnitude as that of Li-Gr and Li-Si. Furthermore, the influence from the cathode 
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on the Li metal reactivity is also analyzed. Finally, a guideline for designing safer Li metal cells is 

provided. 

 

5.2 Methods 

5.2.1 Electrolyte preparation  

Battery-grade lithium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide (LiFSI) was purchased from Oakwood 

Products, Inc.; Bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide lithium 99.95% (LiTFSI) was purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich. All salts were further dried at 120 °C under vacuum for 24 h before use; 1,2-

dimethoxyethane (DME) anhydrous, 99.5% was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich; 1,1,2,2-

tetrafluoroethyl-2,2,3,3-tetrafluoropropyl ether (TTE, 99%) was ordered from SynQuest 

Laboratories. Solvents were dried with molecular sieves before use. LiFSI–DME–TTE were mixed 

in a molar ratio of 1:1.2:3 to prepare the LHCE. The carbonate electrolyte, 1.2 M Lithium 

hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6) dissolved in ethylene carbonate (EC): diethyl carbonate (DEC) (1:1 

by weight) with 10% fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC) was purchased from Gotion. The All-F 

electrolyte was directly made by Gotion with formula provided by UCSD. All procedures were 

performed in an argon gas filled glove box (<0.1 ppm O2, <0.1 ppm H2O). 

5.2.2 Electrochemical Testing 

For Li||Cu cells, the cleaned Cu pieces was assembled in the 2032 coin cell as the working 

electrode while the Li metal (0.1 mm thick, China Energy Lithium Co., Ltd.) was the reference 

and counter electrode. Celgard 2325 separator was used as the separator and soaked in 55 µL of 

electrolyte. The Graphite and Silicon half cell were cycled at room temperature at a rate of C/20 

during the first cycle and C/10 for subsequent cycles. The Graphite half cells are cycled between 

0.05V to 2V while the Silicon half cells are cycled between 0.05V and 1.5V. For the full cell 

testing, the Graphite and Silicon electrode was paired with an LFP, NMC622, coated NMC622 or 
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LNMO cathode and assembled in a 2032 type coin cell. The full cells were charged at room 

temperature at a rate of C/10 to 3.8V for LFP, 4.4V for NMC622 and coated NMC622 and 4.85V 

for LNMO. All cell makings were performed in an argon gas filled glove box (<0.1 ppm O2, <0.1 

ppm H2O). 

5.2.3 Pressure controlled split cells 

A custom-made split cell that consists of two titanium plungers (1/2-inch diameter) and 

one polyether ether ketone (PEEK) die mold (1/2-inch inner diameter) is used for the pressure 

controlled Li plating. The Cu||Li cells were made by sandwiching the Li metal foil (7 mm diameter, 

50 µm thick, China Energy Lithium Co., Ltd.), Celgard 2325 separator (1/2 inch diameter) and the 

cleaned Cu foil between the two titanium plungers inside the PEEK die mold. Only minimum 

amount of electrolyte (~5 µL) was added to the Cu||Li cells to wet the separator. After the assembly, 

the split cell and the load cell were put into the cell holder, which provided the uniaxial stacking 

pressure. The uniaxial stacking pressure was adjusted by the three screws on the cell holder. The 

screws were carefully adjusted to apply the desired stacking pressure to the split cell while keeping 

both the split cell and the load cell in vertical position. The cell was tested inside the glovebox 

using Landt CT2001A battery cycler (Wuhan, China). Various current densities and stacking 

pressure were applied to conduct the study as indicated in the main text. 

5.2.4 Cryogenic Focused Ion Beam- Scanning electron Microscopy (Cryo-FIB/SEM)  

The copper foil with deposited Li was recovered from the split cell and then washed with 

DME to remove the residual electrolyte in the Ar-filled glovebox. The sample was mounted on a 

SEM stub (Ted Pella) in the glovebox, then transferred to a FEI Scios DualBeam FIB/SEM system 

with an Air-tight transfer holder to minimize air exposure124. Liquid N2 was used to cooled down 

the sample stage to -180˚C to create a cryogenic environment which helps minimize beam damage 
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to the sample. Gallium ion beam with a voltage of 30 kV, current of 7 nA and dwell time of 100 

ns was used to roughly mill down the cross-section of the deposited lithium. After the rough 

milling, the cross-section was cleaned with ion beam at 1 nA. The SEM image of the cross-section 

was taken using Everhart-Thornley Detector (ETD) at 5 kV and 0.1 nA.  

5.2.5 ALD coating for NMC 

For the ALD process, the calendared cathode was first stored in a 60 ℃ oven overnight to 

remove the moisture, then transferred to the ALD chamber. The deposition of Al2O3 requires 

trimethylaluminum (TMA) as the precursor and water as the reactor. The carrier gas was nitrogen 

in 300 mbar, and the reaction temperature was 100 °C. The deposition rate was 1.0 Å per cycle. 

The surface layer thickness on the electrodes was controlled through the number of cycles 

performed. To ensure the precursor gas could spread into the electrode, a pre-injection of TMA 

for 6 seconds was applied. In the rest of the cycles, the TMA dose time was 0.6 s, followed by 1 s 

TMA purge, and the moisture dose time was 0.2 s, followed by 1 s purge. A vacuum-drying process 

at 80 °C for at least 24 h was then applied to the surface-modified electrode before any 

electrochemical testing to remove any residual moisture. 

5.2.6 Differential scanning calorimetry - Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (DSC-

FTIR)  

The DSC-FTIR measurement was done on NETZSCH STA 449 F3 Jupiter with an in-line 

coupled system of Bruker ALPHA II FTIR. The cycled electrodes were first retrieved from the 

coin cells and seal in a Cu backed Al pan with controlled amount of electrolyte (~3 g/Ah). All 

sample preparations were performed in an argon gas filled glove box (<0.1 ppm O2, <0.1 ppm 

H2O). The Al pan was pierced by a needle after loading into the DSC chamber so that the evolved 

gas could be analyzed by the in-line FTIR. During the DSC-FITR measurement, the temperature 
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was ramping up at a rate of 10°C/min to 400°C. All DSC-FTIR measurement were done under Ar 

and N2 environment.  

Table 5.1 The boiling point of all the electrolyte solvents used in the study. 

 
 

5.3 DSC of Li anodes after 1 cycle 

  Three anodes including Gr, Si and bare Cu (no excess Li) were charged with the controlled 

lithiation/plating amount of 3 mAh/cm2 for Gr or 5 mAh/cm2 for Si and bare Cu in the half cell, 

as shown in Fig. 5.1. Instead of 5 mAh/cm2, 3 mAh/cm2 capacity is chosen for the Gr because it 

is the most widely available capacity among commercialized Li-ion cells. The prepared anodes 

were sealed in a DSC pan with controlled amount of electrolyte (E/C ratio ~ 3mg/mAh), and then 

transferred into the DSD-FTIR station for thermal analysis. Detailed experimental designs can be 

found in Supplementary information. Fig. 5.2 shows the DSC curves of Li-Gr, Li-Si, plated-Li in 

the carbonate-based electrolyte (Carbonate, 1.2 M Lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6) dissolved 

in ethylene carbonate (EC): diethyl carbonate (DEC) (1:1 by weight) with 10% fluoroethylene 

carbonate (FEC)). In addition, plated-Li in LHCE (Lithium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide (LiFSI), 1,2-

dimethoxyethane (DME) and 1,1,2,2-Tetrafluoroethyl-2,2,3,3-Tetrafluoropropyl Ether (TTE) 
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with molar ratio 1:1.2:3) was also prepared. In both Li-Gr and Li-Si, most heat-absorbing peaks 

are associated with the evaporation of electrolyte solvents such as DEC and EC (Fig. 5.2a, b, 

Table 5.1). No significant heat-releasing peaks exist in the Li-Gr and Li-Si samples when heated 

up to 400℃. However, when the plated-Li in the Carbonate is heated during the DSC measurement, 

two heat-releasing peaks overlap with the evaporations of DEC and EC solvents, respectively (Fig. 

5.2c). When Li melted at around 180℃, a sharp heat-absorbing peak appeared. The exothermic 

reactions might be caused by the melted Li quickly reacting with the remaining EC solvent and 

LiPF6 salt. Fig. 5.2d shows the DSC curves of the plated-Li in LHCE electrolyte. The DME and 

TTE solvents are mostly evaporated before 100℃ because of the low evaporation points, rather 

than reacting with the Li. A sharp Li melting peak is also shown around 180℃ in Fig. 5.2d, which 

indicates that the Li was mostly melted rather than oxidized during the heating process. A small 

oxidation peak can be observed after the complete melting of Li, which is associated with the 

decomposition of electrolyte salts (details in Fig. 5.3).  
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Figure 5.2 The DSC curves of the Li anodes after 1 cycle: (a) Li-Gr, (b) Li-Si, (c) Li metal plated in 

Carbonate and (d) Li metal plated in LHCE. Graphite and Si anodes are lithiated to the desired capacity in 

half cell setup with the rate of C/20. Li metal is plated in Li||Cu coin cell to the desired capacity at a current 

density of 0.5mA/cm2.  

 

 
Figure 5.3 The DSC profile of LHCE by itself. 
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5.4 DSC of Li anodes after 10 cycles 

The reactivity of the three types of anodes is also studied after 10 cycles. Fig. 5.4a-c shows 

the DSC curve and the morphology of the lithiated Graphite anode after 10 cycles. Similar to the 

1st cycle charged Graphite samples, most of the DSC peaks are associated with the evaporation of 

the electrolyte solvents, with the exception of two exothermic peaks during the solvent evaporation. 

As shown in Fig. 5.4b and c, there seems to be some SEI accumulation on the Graphite surface as 

the layered surface morphology of graphite has disappeared after 10 cycles. The small heat 

releasing peaks (at around 100˚C and 230˚C) might be associated with the oxidation of the Li-Gr 

electrode during the solvent evaporation process. Similar trend is found in the 10-cycled Si anode 

(Fig. 5.4d-f), where two exothermic peaks (at around 100˚C and 230˚C) are also found during the 

same temperature range. The SEI accumulation is also obvious on the Si surface (Fig. 5.4e-f). The 

accumulation of SEI and trapped Li in the Gr and Si electrode after 10 cycles might contribute to 

the two small heat releasing peaks observed in the DSC. Overall, the reactivity of lithiated Si and 

Graphite is relatively low as no large exothermic peaks are observed during the heating process. 

Fig. 5.4g shows the DSC curve of the plated-Li in LHCE electrolyte after 10 plate-strip cycles. As 

the inserted images and SEM images are shown (Fig. 5.4h-i), because of the superior performance 

of the LHCE, the deposited Li is still shiny, and the Li particles are bulky after 10 cycles. In 

addition to that, most of the electrolyte solvents are evaporated before the Li melting point. As a 

result, the thermal response of the Li in LHCE is still relatively low, with only 39.8J/mAh of heat 

released during the heating process, which is in the same magnitude as the Li-Gr and Li-Si cases. 

However, for the plated-Li in Carbonate, there is a large amount of mossy Li accumulated on the 

electrode surface (Fig. 5.4k-l and insert of 5.4j). Because of the low cycling Coulombic efficiency 
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(CE) of the Carbonate, there is a significant amount of nano-size inactive Li accumulated on the 

electrode, which can be seen as the mossy Li (Fig. 5.4l)74. The accumulation of these nano-size 

inactive Li eventually caused an explosion of the DSC Pan during the heating process. Based on 

the results so far, it can be seen that both the electrolyte and the morphology of Li play significant 

roles in controlling the reactivity of Li.  

5.5 In situ FTIR for gas analysis  

In situ FTIR is used to decipher the gas evolution during the DSC of Li metal to study the 

effects of electrolyte on the plated-Li. Fig. 5.5a shows the FTIR spectra of the gas generated during 

the heating process of plated-Li with Carbonate. Before 130℃, most of the peaks are associated 

with the evaporation of DEC (boiling point: 127℃). The spectra have two main peaks located at 

1268 cm-1 and 1771 cm-1, representing O-C-O symmetric stretch and C=O stretch on the DEC 

molecules, respectively133. EC's evaporation occurs at higher temperatures because of the higher 

boiling point of 243℃. The peaks associated with EC are located at 1090 cm-1 and 1875 cm-1, 

representing O-C-O asymmetric stretch and C=O stretch on the EC molecules respectively133. 

There is no other obvious peak detected during the in situ FTIR study for the plated-Li with 

Carbonate samples. The overlapping temperature ranges between Li melting and solvent boiling 

can be part of the reasons why the Li show large exothermic peak during the DSC measurement 

(Fig. 5.2c). 

Contrary to the Carbonate, because of the low boiling point of TTE (93.2℃) and DME (85℃), 

the solvents in the LHCE electrolyte evaporated before 120℃ (Fig. 5.5b). As a result, the oxidation 

of Li is caused mainly by the residue organic components and electrolyte salts, as shown by N=O 

and CxHyFz
+ fragment peaks in the FTIR spectrum at 200℃. The DSC of the pristine LHCE also 

confirms this observation (Fig. 5.3). The results so far confirm that the electrolyte solvents are the 
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main reasons for the thermal instability of Li metal cell. However, the future of electrolyte design 

not only should study the fire-retarding features of the solvents, but also needs to focus on the 

thermal stability of the electrolyte salts, as the decomposition products from the salt will also 

oxidize the melt Li and interact with the delithiated cathode, which can lead to the release of heat 

or even fire54.  

5.6 Effect of Li morphology on the Li reactivity  

The effects of Li morphology on the Li reactivity are also studied. A split cell setup (Fig. 

5.6a) is used to control the morphology of the plated Li by tuning the external stacking pressure125. 

As shown in Fig. 5.6b-c, even with the Carbonate electrolyte, which is known for producing Li 

whiskers, the plated Li can achieve nearly 100% dense morphology. With the improved 

morphology, the Li porosity is significantly reduced, as shown in Fig. 5.6e. The plated-Li shows 

a relatively slow oxidation process instead of a sudden heat release as in Fig. 5.6d. Based on the 

results, it can be concluded that both the electrolyte and Li morphology play crucial roles in 

controlling the Li reactivity. Most of the oxidation of Li takes place between Li and electrolyte. If 

the Li can be plated in a nearly 100% dense morphology, the contact surface area between Li and 

the electrolyte can be significantly reduced so that the oxidation of Li metal by the electrolyte can 

also be largely slowed down.  
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Figure 5.4 The DSC curves of the Li anodes after 10 cycles: (a) Li-Gr, (d) Li-Si, (g) Li plated in LHCE 

and (j) Li plated in Carbonate after 10 cycles. The SEM images of anode morphology after 1 cycle and after 

10 cycles: (b-c) graphite, (e-f) Si, (h-i) Li plated in LHCE and (k-l) Li plated in Carbonated. Inserts: the 

digital images of Li plated on the Cu after 10 cycles. The amount of heat release from the oxidation peak 

of each DSC curve is labeled in the corresponding figures. Graphite and Si anodes are cycled in half cell 

configuration at rate of C/20 and Li metal anodes are cycled in Li||Cu cells at rate of 0.5mA/cm2. 
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Figure 5.5 The in situ FTIR spectra of plated Li with electrolyte: (a) Carbonate and (b) LHCE at different 

temperatures. The 2D intensity mapping of the in situ FTIR spectra of (a) plated Li with Carbonate and (b) 

plated Li with LHCE at different temperatures 

 

5.7 LMB full cell reactivity analysis  

The reactivity of Li metal full cell is also analyzed. With the knowledge gained so far, we 

utilized split cell setup to cycle the Cu||NMC622 full cell with LHCE to achieve uniform Li 

morphology. After the charging cycle, the cell is dissembled at 4.4V, and all the cell components 

are sealed into a Al Pan for DSC measurement. Fig. 5.7a shows the DSC curve of delithiated 

NMC622 with electrolyte and separator. The delithiated NMC622 will decompose at around 220℃ 

and 300℃ to release O2, which agrees with the literature results134. In addition to that, the 

decomposition of LiFSI salt is also observed at around 220℃, which overlaps with the 

decomposition of NMC622. When the delithiated NMC622 is coupled with plated Li, the released 

oxygen from the decomposed cathode and LiFSI salt will react with Li violently and cause a huge 

amount of heat release (Fig. 5.7b). Even if the Li morphology and the electrolyte are optimized, 

the O2 released from the cathode is still detrimental to the full cell level safety. To further evaluate 

the impact of O2 on the anode safety, DSC of Li-Gr, Li-Si and plated Li is done in air (Fig. 5.8). 
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It was found that even though there is limited heat release from Li-Gr at lower temperature range 

(lower than 400℃), the carbon material started to burn in air because of the presence of O2. The 

plated Li shows limited heat release because oxidation of Li in air was rather a slow process. 

Therefore, no sudden release of heat was observed (Fig. 5.8c). To minimize the impact of cathode 

on the Li metal full cell safety, we adopted LiFePO4 (LFP) as the cathode material because of its 

stability under high temperatures. Although there is still some oxidation of Li caused by the 

decomposition of electrolyte salts (Fig. 5.3), the reduced release of O2 indeed helps to improve the 

overall safety of the Li||LFP full cell, which releases only half of the heat as the Li||NMC622 did 

(Fig. 5.7d). To further minimize the impact from salt decomposition and O2 release from the 

cathode, LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 (LNMO) cathode with all fluorinated electrolyte (All-F electrolyte, 1M 

LiFP6 in FEC: Methyl 2,2,2-Trifluoroethyl Carbonate (FEMC), 3:7 by weight) is adopted for this 

purpose. As shown in Fig. 5.7e-f, the ultra thermal stability of both the cathode and electrolyte 

lead to an extraordinarily stable Li metal full cell. There is no obvious release of heat from the 

DSC test of the Li||LNMO full cell after charging to 4.85 V. The effect of surface coating on the 

cathode is also investigated in this work. An thin layer (~2nm) of Al2O3 is coated onto the NMC622 

cathode through Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) method135. With the applied coating, we hope 

to stop the interactions between the electrolyte salt and the delithiated cathode to mitigate the 

decomposition of the cathode54. In Fig. 5.9, the thermal stability of the Li||coated NMC622 full 

cell is tested with LHCE. The DSC shows that even with the Al2O3 coating, the thermal stability 

of the full cell did not improve much. However, it is known so far that the LiFSI salt in the LHCE 

electrolyte will decompose at around 220˚C, which might contribute to this instability. Therefore, 

the more stable All-F electrolyte is used in the Li|| coated NMC622 full to study whether the 

thermal stability of the NMC622 is truly improved or not. As shown in Fig. 5.7g-h, no significant 
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thermal stability improvement is observed in the Al2O3 coated-NMC622 sample compared to the 

uncoated one. The intrinsic instability of delithiated NMC622 will cause the release of O2 and lead 

to a catastrophic heat generation when coupled with Li. 

 

 
Figure 5.6 The effect of Li morphology on the Li reactivity: (a) The split cell setup for controlling the stack 

pressure on Li plating. The cross-sectional morphology of Li plated under (b) 150 kPa stack pressure (c) 

350 kPa stack pressure. DSC curve of Li plated under (d) 150 kPa stack pressure and (e) 350 kPa stack 

pressure. All Li is plated to 5mAh/cm2 at rate of 0.5mA/cm2. 
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Figure 5.7 The DSC curves of Li metal full cells with different cathodes: (a) delithiated NMC622 with 

separator and LHCE, (b) plated Li with delithiated NMC622, separator and LHCE, (c) delithiated LFP with 

separator and LHCE, (d) plated Li with delithiated LFP, separator and LHCE, (e) delithiated LNMO with 

separator and All-F electrolyte, (f) plated Li, delithiated LNMO with separator and All-F electrolyte, (g) 

delithiated coated NMC622 with separator and All-F electrolyte and (h) plated Li, delithiated coated 

NMC622 with separator and All-F electrolyte. All cells are cycled at C/20 with corresponding electrolyte.  
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Figure 5.8 The DSC profiles of three lithiated anode in air: (a) Li-Gr (b) Li-Si and (c) plated-Li in 

Carbonate. All DSC is done in air. Graphite and Si anodes are cycled in half cell configuration at rate of 

C/20 and Li metal anodes are cycled in Li||Cu cells at rate of 0.5mA/cm2. Carbonate electrolyte is used for 

all cells.  

 

 
Figure 5.9 The DSC profiles of coated NMC622 cathodes: (a) delithiated coated NMC622 with separator 

and LHCE and (b) plated Li, delithiated coated NMC622 with separator and LHCE. All cells are cycled at 

C/20 with corresponding electrolyte.  

 

5.8 Conclusion 

In conclusion, the reactivity of Li-Gr, Li-Si, and plated Li are compared using integrated DSC 

and in situ FTIR techniques. It is found that the reactivity of plated Li in the cell is highly related 

to its morphology and the electrolyte composition. With dense morphology and novel electrolyte, 

the reactivity of plated Li in the cell can be drastically suppressed to the same level as that of Li-
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Gr and Li-Si anodes. Therefore, it is crucial to plate Li in dense morphology to minimize its surface 

area and utilize thermal-stable electrolytes for safe operation of Li metal cells. Moreover, the 

crosstalk influence from the cathode thermal decomposition may cause a safety hazard when Li 

metal anode is used. By switching to more thermally stable cathode materials such as LFP and 

LNMO, the thermal stability of the Li metal full cell can be largely improved. In addition to that, 

the decomposition of the electrolyte salt also needs to be strictly controlled. Lastly, the cycle 

number and cell environment all contribute to the Li metal reactivity. It is important to control the 

accumulation of inactive Li and Li morphology even after extended cycles. The key parameters in 

controlling the reactivity of Li metal discovered in this work can be applied to the future research 

of Li metal anode for practical Li metal full cells. 

 

Chapter 5, in full, is an unpublished material “Key Parameters in Determining the Reactivity 

of Lithium Metal Battery”, Bingyu Lu, Diyi Cheng, Bhagath Sreenarayanan, Weikang Li, Bhargav 

Bhamwala, Wurigumula Bao, Ying Shirley Meng. The dissertation author was the co-primary 

investigator and author of this paper.  
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Chapter 6 Conclusion and Future Perspectives 

6.1 Conclusion – paving the way for the commercialization of LMB 

 As tremendous amount of efforts have been put on the prolonging the cycle life of LMB, 

it is also important to consider other crucial performance aspects, such as calendar life and safety 

properties, of the LMB before the commercialization of the LMB. In the previous chapters, it is 

shown that the chemical stability of the Li metal anode is the most significant parameter to consider 

when designing a LMB system. With a chemically stable Li metal anode, the assembled LMB 

demonstrated long calendar life as well as outstanding safety properties. The chemical stability of 

the Li metal anode depends on the several parameters: 1) morphology; 2) interphase and 3) 

compatibility between electrolyte and cathode.  

 To control the Li morphology in the liquid electrolyte, two different ways have been 

demonstrated in the Chapter 2 and 3. First is the utilization of porous copper current collectors. It 

is shown that by increasing the surface area of the current collector, the local current density on 

the current collector would decrease, which in turn can help Li to deposit at a slower rate and 

obtain a denser morphology. However, there is always an optimum range of the specific surface 

area for different types of current collectors, as too high of the surface area would also induce 

higher amount of SEI formation. The second method is to utilize external stack pressure to densify 

the Li metal during the plating/stripping process. Since Li metal is a relatively soft metal, with 

yield strength of ~500 kPa, it is possible to apply a moderate amount of stack pressure to help Li 

metal to be plated into a densely packed morphology. As shown in the Chapter 3, with the 

application of the pressure apparatus, the resulting plated Li has a nearly 100% dense morphology, 

and its reversibility is also demonstrated up to 30 cycles. The stack pressure can densify the Li 

deposits since its initial growth stages (nucleation). With these densified Li nucleus, the Li 
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continues to grow in a densely packed manner and results in a ultra-dense Li metal. With the dense 

morphology, the deposited Li will only have a 2D contact surface area with the electrolyte, which 

can largely mitigate the side reaction between these two components.  

 The interphase between the Li metal and the liquid electrolyte is mainly consisted of the 

decomposition products of the electrolyte. Therefore, the stability of this interphase is largely 

controlled by the composition of the electrolyte. In Chapter 4, it is shown that by utilizing advanced 

electrolyte system such as LHCE, the resulting SEI is much more stable than the counterparts of 

the carbonate-based electrolytes. Through XPS depth profiling, it can be seen that the reasons for 

the major difference in the SEI formed in the carbonate-based electrolytes and the LHCE is the 

organic compounds. More work should be done to study the optimization of the organic 

components in the SEI layers.  

 The overall stability of LMB is dictated by the harmony between the anode, cathode and 

the electrolyte. As shown in chapter 5, even after optimizing each individual components in a LMB, 

if the interaction between these components can trigger a detrimental reaction, it will compromise 

the safety of the LMB. For example, the LiFSI salt used in the most advanced LHCE electrolyte 

can cause a thermal reaction with the LFP cathode, which is considered to be one of the most 

thermally stable cathodes. These synergetic effects can cause a catastrophic result on the overall 

safety performance of the LMB. Therefore, when designing a safe LMB, the compatibility of each 

battery components should be considered.  
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6.2 Large scale uniform Li metal plating with precise stack pressure control  

 

Figure 6.1 The example of using Tekscan pressure sensor for pressure mapping: a) Tekscan sensor across 

the tibial surface on human legs, b) stress map across the tibial surface136. An example of using PFIB for 

quantitative analysis of NMC811 thick electrode: c) the comparison between the 3D reconstruction done 

by Ga+ FIB and PFIB. d) 3D reconstruction of pristine NMC811 thick PFIB137.  

As discussed in the previous section, the Li morphology is one of most crucial parameters 

in dictating the stability of LMB. In the previous Chapters, the effects of stack pressure on the Li 

plating/stripping process are studied in small cell formats (in mAh level). Although the information 

obtained from the work can help us to understand how pressure can densify the deposited Li, in 

the actual LMB (in Ah level) for commercial applications, a totally different pressure setup and 

monitoring system needs to be designed. Tekscan is a new type of thin and flexible pressure sensor 

that can provide a pressure mapping for a relatively large area (~10 cm2). As shown in Fig. 6.1a 
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and b, the Tekscan sensor is implemented onto the tibial surface on human legs and the stress map 

is obtained across the tibial surface136. Similar pressure mapping setup can be easily adopted into 

the pouch cell fixtures and the applied stack pressure can be monitored in real time during the 

pouch cell cycling process. After cycling, a new quantitative characterization tool, Plasma Focused 

Ion Beam (PFIB), can be used to study the Li metal anode morphology. This new technique can 

help us to study the Li morphology variation in a large scale (~1000 µm3 Fig. 6.1c and d)137. The 

effects of uniformity of the applied pressure on the Li metal pouch cell can be quantitatively 

analyzed by the combination of Tekscan sensor and PFIB.  

6.3 Novel electrolyte salt and solvent design  

 

Figure 6.2 Photographs (after overheating) and temperature profiles (during heating) of Gr||LFP 18650 

cells using a) E-baseline electrolyte and b) DFR-E electrolyte54.  

 The results in Chapter 5 show that the interaction between the LiSFI salt and the charged 

cathode can cause catastrophic failure to the overall integrity of the LMB. This phenomenon is 

also observed in literature where the Gr||LFP 18650 cells with two types of electrolyte are tested 

under elevated temperatures54. It is found that the DFR-E, which is a new type of fire-retardant 

electrolyte, will cause a huge temperature spike during the heating test and lead to a detrimental 

damage to the cell (Fig. 6.2b). What is even more surprising is that the 18650 cell uses the 

traditional carbonate-based electrolyte actually survives the heating test without showing any 

temperature spikes (Fig. 6.2a). These results all point to one fact that the overall safety properties 
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of a battery cell do not only rely on the fire-retardant electrolyte, but on the synergistic interaction 

between all components in the cell. Therefore, the future development of liquid electrolyte should 

focus not only on the fire-retardant property itself, but also its stability when coupled with plated 

Li and charged cathode. As shown in the results presented in the Chapter 5, although the LiSFI 

salt is considered as a popular candidate for high performance electrolyte for LMB, but its 

instability at elevated temperatures shows that it is not an ideal electrolyte salt for practical LMB. 

Future research should direct more efforts on the search and synthesis of thermally stable and high 

performing Li salts for LMB.  
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